HOTTER THAN HELL ANTIQUE TOOL AUCTION
July 15, 2017
Harvester Lions Club
4835 Central School Road
St. Charles (St. Louis), MO 63304
Auction begins 9:30 a.m.
1 ________ SsS SIEGLEY #4 iron smooth plane, complete and very good.
2 ________ Pair of 14-inch ratchet braces: PEXTO #8014C with SAMSON chuck, needs light cleaning,
very good overall; and a Stanley #923 14-inch that has surface rust, will clean to very good.
3 ________ Winchester #3004 iron smooth plane, the red paint on the lever cap and highlighting the
Winchester name in the bed has been enhanced, complete and very good.
4 ________ Lot of five assorted ratchet braces: Yankee #2101 10-inch BELL SYSTEMS, very good;
ENDERES #3 12-inch, very good; one with heavy duty chuck but torn up ratchet mechanism;
MOHAWK #1710; and PS&W #2010 with top handle that is chewed up around the outer edge,
otherwise complete and very good.
5 ________ Millers Falls #14 iron jack plane has light surface rust to the exposed surfaces, will easily clean
to fine overall condition.
6 ________ Five assorted ratchet braces: Stanley #945 10-inch; WARDS MASTER; PS&W? 10-inch,
needs cleaning; FLETCHER RH; and a Millers Falls that someone must have spilled a bucket
of white paint on.
7 ________ Pair of iron jack planes: Keen Kutter KK5C, dirty but complete, tote spur has been shortened,
good low knob, good original blade, will clean to at least good overall; and a Stanley #5 with
BB-logo blade, tote broken in center, good tall knob, will clean to very good usable condition.
8 ________ Four assorted ratchet braces: KEEN KUTTER that is coated with clear lacquer; JULY 9, 1895;
STEMOR ratchet brace; and a PS&W 12-inch.
9 ________ Stanley #5 1/2 iron wide body jack plane, japanning peeling at the toe scuffed but intact
rosewood tote and tall knob.
10 ________ Six assorted tack hammers incl. C.S. OSBORNE; and two Stanley 602 models.
11 ________ Sargent #418C iron fore plane with nice elongated spur on mahogany tote, nice tall knob, light
rust on side and sole, needs cleaning but will clean to very good.
12 ________ Three hatchets: broad hatchet and two lathing hatchets.
13 ________ Ohio Tool #06 iron fore plane, nice globe-logo blade, very good overall.
14 ________ Three metalworking hammers: the center one has a V-notch machined into the rear side of the
head.
15 ________ Winchester #3030C iron plane, nice rosewood tote and tall knob, nice proper iron, needs
cleaning but will easily clean to very good overall.
16 ________ Four ball peen hammers incl. new BLUE GRASS 8-oz.
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17 ________ Ohio Tool #328C iron jointer plane, good tote and low knob, nice OHIO TOOL THISTLE
BRAND blade, a few patches of light surface rust, will clean to very good overall.
18 ________ Unusual hand axe with rounded handle, looks similar to a trade axe, some light rust on blade,
will clean to very good.
19 ________ Stanley BAILEY #8C iron jointer plane, good SW logo blade, nice early-style tote and low
knob, needs light cleaning, very good overall.
20 ________ Three assorted roofing hatchets.
21 ________ Four iron block planes: early Stanley #102 with “football” logo, very good; early Stanley #103,
very good; unknown make #102 with number faintly cast into rear of bed, unmarked blade,
very good;
22 ________ OGONTZ TOOL CO. OGONTZ PA roofing hatchet, very good overall.
23 ________ Four iron smooth planes: Handyman #H1204 with gray bed and black painted handles, will
clean to very good; FULTON #3-size with decal still on tote, fine overall; unknown make No.
3 with WITHERBY blade, fine overall; and a SARGENT #408, top of blade has been
hammered on when someone tried to use it as a chisel, stained hardwood tote a replacement,
good tall knob, very good overall.
24 ________ Four assorted block planes: unknown make #103-type, will clean to very good; AMERICAN
TOOL & FDRY CO. needs cleaning; late Stanley #102 with aqua colored cap; and a pressed
steel model that may be a Stanley product.
25 ________ Three iron smooth planes: cheap PEXTO with pressed-steel frog; MERIT TOOLS #5277
(Montgomery Ward), complete and very good; and a UNION #4, complete and very good.
26 ________ Three #130 double ended iron block planes: one Stanley #130 has as stripped cap screw, but is
otherwise OK; one has a faint NEW YORK company logo on the blade and Sargent-type knob
held with a screw, very good; and the last is a very good Stanley with SW-logo on blade.
27 ________ WINCHESTER #3205C 9-inch smooth plane, nice tote and tall knob, nice original blade and
lever cap, with light cleaning, this one will be fine.
28 ________ Pair of Stanley iron rabbet planes: #190 is complete with depth stop and fine overall; and #191
has a depth stop but no screw to secure it, SW-logo blade, very good overall.
29 ________ Pair of hand drills: Nice Millers Falls No. 2 with bits inside handle and working 3-jaw chuck,
missing the little auxiliary handle, fine overall; and a Stanley #624 with orange gear wheel,
black paint is peeling off the handle, intact 3-jaw chuck, very good overall.
30 ________ Union #6 fore plane with nice beaded knob, small splinter from side of tote spur, nice
japanning, very good overall.
31 ________ Three smaller hand drills: Millers Falls #77 complete and very good; Goodell-Pratt that has an
intact chuck but the threads on the shaft need to be chased for the chuck to function properly;
and a late model Millers Falls with black handles, working chuck, fine overall.
32 ________ Lot of three ENDERES OAK LEAF layout tools: sliding bevel with rosewood handle, 6-inch
blade, very good; try and miter square with 6-inch blade, rosewood and brass handle blued
blade, fine overall; and a 9-inch try and miter square with rosewood and brass handle, light rust
and pitting on blade, good overall.
33 ________ Unusual Union Tool Co. #5A wide body 15-inch iron jack plane, tote broken and glued, most
japanning gone; good blade, good knob, lever cap marked 2 1/4 on back, has some rust and
will likely end up with some mild pitting when fully cleaned, good overall.
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34 ________ Keen Kutter sliding bevel (similar to Stanley #18) with 6-inch blade, nice nickel plating, very
good overall.
35 ________ Stanley #4 1/2 wide body smooth plane, one patent date in bed, decal on left side of nice
rosewood tote, has some light surface rust, will clean to fine overall.
36 ________ Unusual pair of 6-inch Keen Kutter dividers, complete and fine.
37 ________ Stanley BEDROCK #604 RT smooth plane, good SW-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and
knob, proper STANLEY R&L CO. BED ROCK lever cap, very good overall.
38 ________ Sargent #415 wide body 15-inch jack plane with nice beaded knob, nice refinished tote, very
good original blade, very good overall.
39 ________ Unusual and fine KEEN KUTTER double beam marking gage marked on the head with the
block and wedge logo and on the beam E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER, fine nickel plating.
First we can recall seeing of this model.
40 ________ Stanley BEDROCK #603 FT some pitting on SW blade, good rosewood tote and scuffed but
intact tall knob, tote has 25 stamped into it, so it probably came out of a school shop, proper
BEDROCK lever cap, light rust on sides and bottom, will clean to very good overall.
41 ________ Pair of folding saw vises including a nice E.C. STEARNS & CO. cast iron model with cam
lock, very good. The other is made of riveted steel, it needs a light cleaning but is complete and
very good.
42 ________ Pair of Keen Kutter squares: 6-inch try square with nickel plated handle, nice plating, very
good overall; and an 8-inch try and miter square with good nickel plating, needs light cleaning,
very good overall.
43 ________ Diamond Edge DE4C smooth plane, chunk is missing from top left side of hard rubber tote,
nice knob and original blade, very good overall.
44 ________ Keen Kutter 8-inch outside caliper, complete and fine overall.
45 ________ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley #4 with BB-logo blade, very good rosewood tote and tall
knob, entire plane coated with clear lacquer, will make fine user; and a DEFIANCE 9-inch that
is missing most of the japanning, has some light surface rust, will clean to good usable
condition.
46 ________ Pair of Keen Kutter tools: 8-inch inside/outside caliper, has former owners name crudely
scratched into one side, very good usable condition; and a 5-inch inside spring caliper, fine
overall.
47 ________ Pair of wooden bead planes: Hills & WINSHIP SPRINGFIELD MS 1/2-inch fully boxed with
double dovetail, fine overall; and a 3/8-inch by CASEY KITCHELL & CO. AUBURN NY,
complete and fine.
48 ________ Lot of layout tools: early Stanley #95 butt gage, very good overall; DISSTON & SONS sliding
bevel with 8-inch blade, fine overall; and an unusual Keen Kutter square with folding steel
handle.
49 ________ Early 7/8-inch wooden round plane with broad chamfers and rounded wedge, has initials DT
branded into the heel, very good overall.
50 ________ WIDE 3 1/8-inch complex profile molding plane marked 2 on heel, complete and fine.
51 ________ Six new JET C-clamps: four 3-inch models; and two 6-inch models.
52 ________ Lot of paint finishing supplies and PROFESSIONAL PAINTED FINISHES book by Marx;
two brushes one marked LUCO FRANXE 374 and LEO UHLFELDER CO. and the other
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marked 8 2651 CHINESE BRISTLE MADE IN BRASIL; a RALPH LAUREN steel roller that
can be attached to the threaded end of a broom handle; curved rubber comb and a triangular
comb, all fine to new.
53 ________ Pair of single-stem marking gages: Stanley No. 90 like new; and a similar unmarked model in
brass with longer beam, very good.
54 ________ Lot: Stanley #77 rosewood marking & mortise gage, very good; and a tool handle with set of
seven bits inside handle, very good.
55 ________ A. CRANNELL ALBANY 7/8-inch dado plane with birds eye stock, complete and fine.
56 ________ W. TYZACK SONS & TURNER LTD 12-inch No. 120 brass backed saw in new condition
with perfect etch.
57 ________ Three wooden molding planes: MATHIESON & SON ogee & bead, very good; unknown
make narrow ogee with full boxing; and a SHEPLEY & BRAIN boxed right handed snipes
bill, very good.
58 ________ French LES OUTILS CULLEN TOOLS mahogany and brass marking gage, new condition.
59 ________ Set of 9 unmarked plow plane irons, two have patches of pitting in the center but are still
usable.
60 ________ W. TYZACK SONS & TURNER LTD 8-inch No. 120 brass backed saw, near new condition,
fine.
61 ________ Five assorted mortising chisels or pig stickers: W. BUTCHER 5/16; HILGER SOEHNE 1/4inch; HILGER SOEHNE 3/16-inch; unmarked 1/4-inch; and the longest is also 1/4-inch and is
unmarked.
62 ________ Two books: Fine TRADITIONAL WOODWORKING TECHNIQUES hardbound book by
Graham Blackburn; and AMERICAN WOODWORKING TOOLS by Paul Kebabian and
Dudley Witney with intact dust jacket, very good.
63 ________ Lot of fourteen FINE HOMEBUILDING magazines AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1982;
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1982; FEBRUARY/MARCH 1983; APRIL/MAY 1983;
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1983; OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1984; FEBRUARY/MARCH 1985;
JUNE/JULY 1985; AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1985; FEBRUARY/MARCH 1987; AUG/SEPT
1987; JUNE/JULY 1990; SEPTEMBER 1991; and OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1992. Some
have worn covers, most are very good to fine.
64 ________ Four TRU-GRIP CLAMP ’N TOOL GUIDE clamps; two 24-inch models and two 50-inch
models, all are fine.
65 ________ Stratton Brothers 28-inch brass-bound mahogany plumb and level, both vials intact, brass plate
on top is oxidized, hang hole in one end of stock, will clean to very good overall.
66 ________ Stanley #32 transitional 26-inch pre-lateral jointer plane, top spur missing from tote, nice eagle
logo on toe, will clean to very good overall.
67 ________ Pair of Stanley levels: 26-inch #5, complete and fine; and 24-inch #25, also complete and fine.
68 ________ Stanley #33 transitional 28-inch pre-lateral jointer plane, top spur missing from tote, nice eagle
logo on toe, very good overall.
69 ________ Stanley #49 tongue & groove plane with some light rust, will clean to very good usable
condition.
70 ________ Early and unmarked complex profile molding plane with rounded wedge, broad chamfers, very
good overall.
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71 ________ Stanley #190 rabbet plane, has light rust, missing depth stop, will clean to very good overall.
72 ________ Three smooth planes: Stanley #22 transitional with eagle logo, some light rust, will clean to
very good; SHELTON No. 04 iron smoother, some light rust, will clean to very good; and an
OHIO or UNION No. 03 with broken tote, light rust on exposed surfaces, will clean to at least
good overall.
73 ________ Mini anvil paperweight?, very good to fine.
74 ________ Two mini hammers including a nickel plated ball peen, both very good.
75 ________ DIMLING’S CANDY nickel plated mini hammer, very good.
76 ________ Four assorted copper blow torches all with wooden handles.
77 ________ Lot: clinker tong, medium sized bung auger, and a small ice tong.
78 ________ Lot: two tined meat fork; hog snouter marked "Rhu Bros. Pat. Feb. 1882 Mfg. Chicago, Ill.”;
clevis; and three horse shoes.
79 ________ Lot of T-augers three (2; 1 3/4; and 1-inch) are fine SUPERIOR bits with three nice handles;
also included are unknown 1 1/2 and two 1 1/4-inch bits; and two machine bits (no tangs) that
are 1 1/2 & 2-inch.
80 ________ Set No. 75 T.H. Witherby chisels in original wooden box, chisels and handles themselves
are very good; included are 2-inch; 1 1/2; 1 1/4; 3/4; 5/8; 1/2; 3/8; and 1/4. Missing from
the original set of 12 are the following four: 1/8; 7/8; 1, and 1 3/4, box has nice label on
one end and inside the hinged lid, box bottom is about to fall out and will need
considerable work to restore, very good overall.
81 ________ Nice 24-inch Stanley #0 plumb and level with intact vials, a few small scratches on one side,
very good overall.
82 ________ Pair of 12-inch back saws: Disston No. 4 with nice etch and fine handle, very good overall; and
an unusual SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. with etched globe logo on the blade, handle cracked at
the bottom, glue and a screw coming up from the bottom should be enough to secure it, very
good overall.
83 ________ Five chisels: two KEEN KUTTER timber framing 2-inch and 1 1/4-inch both fine; two
unknown socket firmers 1-inch and 1/2-inch name on them begins with HA???? & CO.
EXTRA NO.; and a nice Jennings Griffin 3/4-inch corner chisel.
84 ________ Set of three Scioto Works wooden bench planes that have always been together in one
man’s working set: 22-inch jointer with closed handle; fine OHIO TOOL CO. blade, little
evidence of previous use, fine overall; 15-inch jack plane, open handle, very good OHIO
TOOL CO. blade, a few chips to top face of wedge, otherwise complete and fine; and an
8-inch smoother that also has a fine OHIO TOOL CO. blade, and shows little evidence of
previous use, fine overall.
85 ________ Lot: two grease guns and a pair of steel shears; first grease gun is a 6-B AUTOMATIC by THE
BASSICK MFG CO. CHICAGO it comes in a pouch; the smaller one is an O.U. ZERK Patent
(U.S. No. 1,676,626) that has some corrosion around the model number, this one marked as
being made by the ALEMITE CORPORATION CHICAGO, very good; and an 11.25-inch pair
of shears, very good.
86 ________ Lot: small wooden tray out of an old tool box with the following tools: fine Goodell Pratt push
drill with wooden handle; wooden awl handle with leather end; bitstock gimlet bit and reamer;
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early Stanley #103 iron block plane; outside caliper; cloth tape measure; wooden marking
gage; glass cutter used to cut laboratory tubes and other circular glass tubing; packet of
Lakeside Montgomery Ward hacksaw blades; several files, chisel handle, and a glass bottle
with cork stopper that was on its side and spilled a sticky substance into corner of tray.
87 ________ Lot: two early turning tools: a long handled O.V.B. HSB & CO. scraper (no blade), saw set;
and two nice wooden spoke shaves.
88 ________ Lot: wooden tray out of a carpenter’s tool chest with seven baby-food jars filled with various
fasteners; a milk glass jar with copper rivets inside; box of staples for splicing leather belts;
screwdriver, dividers, bag of NOS wood screws, assorted blades for hacks saw, two adjustable
brackets like those used on old screen doors; a fine AIKEN PATENT tool handle with original
bits and wrench to operate chuck, and piece of sharpening stone from Jerseyville, Illinois Bank.
89 ________ John S. Fray & Co. No. 106 ratchet brace, complete and very good with 35 assorted bitstock
tools including one counter sink; five shell bits; tapered reamer for pipes; gimlet bits;
screwdriver bits; twist drill bits; and 13 assorted wood boring auger bits three of which had had
bigger tangs welded onto them.
90 ________ Fine Stearns Patent NOV. 22, 1880 hollow auger with intact depth stop, near perfect nickel and
japanning, one of the best we’ve seen.
91 ________ Nice HENRY DISSTON & SONS keyhole saw with 3 blades, all have easily read Disston &
Sons etching and the MAY 26? 1874 patent date.
92 ________ Wooden tool box tray with assorted tools including a fine awl with original wrench to operate
the chuck, sharpening stone from the Bank of Jerseyville, ILL, two stair gauges or buttons; two
glass cutters, etc.
93 ________ Nice wooden tool tote measures 31.5 x 13.5 x 12.25-inches a few mortises cut into top of one
side board to hold chisels nail sets etc.
94 ________ Pair of wooden levels: Stratton Brothers 30-inch mahogany plumb and level with brass corners
and brass side views, both vials intact, very good overall; and a 24-inch Stanley #3 plumb &
level with both vials intact, very good overall.
95 ________ Pair of wooden planes: P. CHAPIN BAL’T tongue cutting screw-arm plank plane, missing one
of the inner nuts, good overall; and a SANDUSKY No. 13 wooden jack plane, complete and
very good.
96 ________ Lot: two pair of dividers; a trowel, narrow T.H. WITHERBY mortising chisel that needs a
wooden handle; and a plastic handled sliding bevel.
97 ________ Nice OHIO TOOL CO. No. 3C iron smooth plane with maroon japanning, some light rust, will
clean to very good overall.
98 ________ Pair of iron planes: Stanley #192 that has had the front end broken off and been converted into
a chisel plane, very good V-logo blade; plus a Stanley #78 duplex (rabbet & fillister) plane,
missing fence and depth stop, good overall.
99 ________ Nice AUBURN TOOL CO. unhandled screw-arm plow plane, nice threads, screw-operated
depth stop, very good overall.
100 ________ Large immigrant flat-top trunk, belonged to the great grandmother of the man we got it
from just outside Shrewsbury, VT. Trunk measures 40 inches wide, 26 inches tall when
closed by 24.5 inches deep, the leather side handles are mostly gone, would be perfect for
storing blanket or quilts in.
101 ________ Pair of unusual blacksmith-made gouges, one looks like the type used by wooden shoemakers,
both are very good.
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102 ________ Lot: WORTH hand drill, very good; and LUTHER LINE MECHANIC’S SPECIAL 4M hand
cranked grinder, very good.
103 ________ Pair of wooden molding planes A.C. BARTLETT’S OHIO PLANES #67 moving fillister,
missing depth stop, fence appears to have come off another plane, can be restored to usable
condition; and a Sargent #633 twin-iron 1 1/4-inch nosing plane, complete and very good.
104 ________ Pair of Stanley #80 iron cabinet scrapers one is a newer model MADE IN ENGLAND, that is
complete and fine and even has most of the original decal or trade sticker; the other is an older
U.S. model with a thick homemade blade, very good overall.
105 ________ Pair of wooden molding planes: H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY No. 133 3/8-inch dado,
complete and very good; and an ATKINSON? 5/8-inch grooving plane that was 1/2 of a
tongue and groove set, very good overall.
106 ________ Stanley #80 and #81 cabinet scrapers: the #80 is an early model it needs a blade, very good
overall; the #81 also need a blade, has a good rosewood bottom, some light rust on the top, will
clean to very good overall.
107 ________ Pair of wooden planes: ENSENORE WORKS NEW YORK handled wooden smooth plane,
has nice AUBURN TOOL CO. blade, good overall top of handle is cracked where it meets the
main body, needs glue and screw to secure; and a nice CHAPIN-STEPHENS UNION
FACTORY No. 133 7/8-inch twin iron nosing plane, very good overall.
108 ________ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper that is missing the blade, has nice rosewood handle, locking screw
for the pitch adjuster is an improper replacement, has STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO logo
on head of brass blade clamping screw, will make very good user.
109 ________ Pair of wooden jack rabbet planes: the longer of the two is a 1-inch model with 15-inch stock,
has both an iron and what looks like a second iron is acting as chip breaker, very good overall.
The other is also a 1-inch with 13 3/4-inch stock, end of blade curves upward, very good
overall.
110 ________ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogs: 1950 Edition with blue covers, back cover has separated
and there is some handwriting on the cover, inside is very good; and a 1958 Edition with some
loose pamphlets inside.
111 ________ Pair of wooden smoothing planes: the one left is a 7 1/2-inch E.W. CARPENTER
LANCASTER model with faint mark on toe, very good overall; the other is an 8-inch model
with faint J.W. GOODALE AMHERST MASS and COREY BROOKS & CO. BOSTON
marks on toe, very good overall.
112 ________ Stanley Hardware Division of the Stanley Works January 20, 1958 with page inside that says
Enclosed is a new set of pages for your STANLEY HARDWARE Catalog No. 17 which will
now be known as Catalog No. 18…., very good overall.
113 ________ Pair of wooden planes: on the left is a 12-inch smoother? that has 1296 stamped into the heel,
throat is cut for a single iron, very good overall; and on right is a 10 1/4-inch model that has a
slight concave radius from side to side, it is very good overall.
114 ________ Lot: Keyhole saw; two saw handles; and three hand scythes one marked NEWMAN KANSAS
CITY, MO U.S.A.
115 ________ Three assorted zig zag rules: Stanley #106, complete and very good; CRAFTSMAN 3933PR,
complete and very good; and one with a brass caliper that is too worn on the outside to read the
logo.
116 ________ Two corn knives one needing a handle, the other very good.
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117 ________ Lot: four keyhole saws; two hand scythes, and a combination saw and knife like those made by
Disston, very good.
118 ________ Three assorted hand drills: No. 1220 with bits inside handle, complete and very good; Millers
Falls #85 complete and very good; and an unknown make that is complete and very good.
119 ________ Pair of drawknives: Enderes OAK LEAF 10-inch with painted handles, will clean to fine
overall; and an unknown 8-inch with folding handles, very good.
120 ________ Unusually large 21-inch Coes wooden handled monkey wrench, bar is slightly bent, but
wrench is in good working order.
121 ________ Pair of small brass alcohol torches, both appear to be missing pieces.
122 ________ Lot: two push drills: Yankee No. 45 and Goodell-Pratt, both very good; and a DECATUR
COFFIN CO. PAT. OCT. 7, 1884, spiral screwdriver, complete and very good.
123 ________ Lot of four tin snips including 16-inch, 14-inch; 13-inch and 10-inch models.
124 ________ Four assorted adjustable all-steel pipe wrenches: 16-inch Stillson-type with chipped top jaw;
light rust; 16-inch ERIE TOOL WORKS STILLSON, very good; a broken 16-inch Stillson;
and a 10-inch IMPROVED STILLSON by the RIDGE TOOL CO. ELYRIA, OHIO, very
good.
125 ________ Large CHERRY-BURRELL open ended wrench marked 2 INCH L.A.M.D. on one side, very
good.
126 ________ Stanley #51 iron spokeshave, complete and very good.
127 ________ Three hold-downs for woodworking work benches; two fit 1-inch holes; one fits 1 1/8-inch
hole, all with intact springs.
128 ________ Lot of four bit braces: unknown make with tropical handles, 12-inch sweep, will make very
good user; a VICTOR with handles painted with peach-colored paint, 10-inch sweep, will
make good user; BRIDGE TOOL CO. ST. LOUIS MO ratchet model missing both jaws; and a
non-ratcheting model, good overall.
129 ________ Lot: Four wire-handled coping saws; small hack saw; and four pistol gripped hack and keyhole
saws including a DAVEY PATENT (U.S. No. 2,017,895); an ALLWAY SAW from ULTRA
MFG. N.Y.C. with the same patent number as the DAVEY above; and a third Davey Patent;
and a small back saw with adjustable handle marked GERMANY. Ten saws in all.
130 ________ Point-of-sale MORSE HOLE SAW display with numerous hole saws.
131 ________ Pair of Yankee #130A screwdrivers: one with handle painted peach color, one flat bit included,
the spring that makes the point shoot out has been removed; the other is the same except the
spring is intact, just needs a light oiling, very good overall.
132 ________ Lot: three assorted hack saws: MASTER MECHANIC (similar to Millers Falls Buck Rogers
model) complete and very good; CHALLENGER with plastic handle, very good; and an E.C.
ATKINS & CO. NO. 111, complete and very good.
133 ________ Lot: four assorted slip-joint pliers; a needle-nose plier; two nippers and two side cutters
including a good ZENITH model. Nine items in all.
134 ________ Seven assorted screwdrivers including large wooden handled Phillips head; nice SNAP-ON
Phillips head; Stanley flat bladed and long Craftsman flat bladed. Seven items in all.
135 ________ Lot of 12 wooden handled screwdrivers, ice picks, awls, linoleum knife, reamers, etc.
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136 ________ Pair of PLUMB edge tools: single bit axe with replaced handle, good overall; and a Plumb
Permabond Cooper Tools long handled hatchet, very good overall.
137 ________ Central Forge Fireman’s Hatchet, fine overall with label on one side.
138 ________ Iron brace with spring chuck, very good overall.
139 ________ Five assorted Crescent or Crescent-type wrenches.
140 ________ Stanley #5 1/4 Junior Jack Plane, complete and very good overall.
141 ________ Lot: two rubber mallets; a blacksmiths cutting hammer; and a PLUMB claw hammer with
wooden handle, very good.
142 ________ Three planes: SEARS (Millers Falls) 9-inch smoother, complete and very good; Stanley G12247 Made in England iron block plane similar to a #110, very good; and a mini block plane by
Millers Falls or Sargent.
143 ________ Pair of hatchets: GENUINE PLUMB broad hatchet, fine overall and an unknown make roofing
hatchet, will clean to very good.
144 ________ Lot: W. BUTCHER 1-inch firmer chisel that needs a new handle; C.E. JENNINGS
ARROWHEAD BRAND 3/4-inch firmer with ball-type handle, very good; and two ice picks.
145 ________ Lot: CORSAIR ratcheting and reversible offset screwdriver with flat and Phillip’s bits;
CRAFTSMAN 45750 plier with rubber handles; and a WEISS HS-1 clamp, very good.
146 ________ Lot of three metalworking hammers including hand sledge and a rounding hammer.
147 ________ Seven assorted wood chisels with plastic handles (one not shown in photo) four Stanley, two
Craftsman, and one with a LUTZ file handle.
148 ________ Large sledge hammer with plastic handle marked THE LINK FAMILY, very good.
149 ________ Double bit axe, has some light rust, will clean to very good.
150 ________ Pair of long handled edge tools: SEARS double bit axe, complete and very good; and a
combination pick and adz like we have never seen before, very good.
151 ________ Lot of 13 assorted stamped or pressed steel wrenches.
152 ________ Lot: inside and outside spring caliper; draftsman’s divider with pencil, razor blade scraper;
small brush; BELL SYSTEM blade for cutting thru cables; washer cutter, and drywall hole
saw. Nine items in all.
153 ________ Pair of pipe wrenches: 10-inch Ridgid-type marked TAIWAN; Ridgid No. 2 strap wrench, fine.
154 ________ Lot: long gimlet; all steel hammer; bitstock chuck for twist drill; GOODELL 66 scraper,
leather knife; glass cutter; chalk line; three bitstock twist drills and a bitstock Phillips bit.
155 ________ Lot: body hammer; Goodell scraper, plier, offset needle nose; three screwdrivers, one missing
the wooden slabs from the handle.
156 ________ Mini wrecking or crowbar marked MEMPHIS WORKS JULY 61 with IH (International
Harvester) logo on one side and NODULAR IRON on other side, some light surface rust,
very good overall.
157 ________ Two miniature tools: double bit axe that looks homemade, end of handle chipped; and a small
ball peen hammer, very good.
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158 ________ Two mini sledge hammers, both very good.
159 ________ Mini lifting jack with advertising marked on one side DUFF NORTON JACKS and on
other side JACKS PITTSBURGH, some light rust, very good overall.
160 ________ Unknown make 48-inch aluminum mason’s level, both level vials are dry, all three plumb vials
are intact, good overall.
161 ________ Unusual 34-inch wooden trammel set, one point is fixed on the beam and the other moves, very
good overall.
162 ________ British entrenching tool, with blade that can be folded against the handle to make it more
compact, very good.
163 ________ JOSEPH WOODWELL & CO PITTSBURGH PA 22-inch wooden jointer plane, closed handle
has had the spur shortened, will clean to very good overall.
164 ________ HALL, CASE & CO. panel raising plane, top 1/2 of tote missing a good restoration project.
165 ________ Pair of transitional smooth planes: SARGENT #3411 & Gage Tool Co. #4; top tote spur
chipped on the Sargent, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good overall; Gage
has light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to fine overall.
166 ________ Pair of screw-arm plank plows: SHAPLEIGH, DAY & CO. ST. LOUIS #82, very good; and an
A. HOWLAND & CO. No. 80, light rust on blade, very good overall.
167 ________ Unusual panel gage with beech stem and head with rosewood strip along top of beam, brass
screw and brass edge along working face, good overall.
168 ________ Z.J. McMASTER No. 28 plank-type plow with adjustable fence on bottom, light rust on skate
and wear face of fence, will clean to very good.
169 ________ Pair of transitional jointer planes: 26-inch UNION No. 32, missing tote, otherwise just light
rust on exposed surfaces, very good overall; and a Stanley No. 33 that is complete, has light
surface rust on blade and chip breaker, will clean to fine overall.
170 ________ Large 21.5-inch PERFECT HANDLE monkey wrench, some rust, will clean to very good.
171 ________ Nice carved hag’s tooth router plane, one 3/4-inch blade, very good overall.
172 ________ Large 18-inch RUSSWIN wooden handled monkey wrench, wooden handle a bit beat up, good
overall.
173 ________ Stanley #77 rosewood & brass marking and mortise gage, complete and very good.
174 ________ Pair of 12-inch wooden handled monkey wrenches including a nice COES PATENT and a
similar unmarked model, both very good.
175 ________ Ratcheting engineer’s drill, no bits included, plus a nice 8-inch pair of DIAMOND ENDGE
nippers with nail lifter in end of one handle, very good.
176 ________ Lot: Blacksmith tong and two adjustable pipe tongs.
177 ________ Pair of skewed wooden handled lathe tools.
178 ________ Nice owner made? wooden rabbet plane with 1 3/4-inch blade, very well executed, plus a 15inch wooden jack plane that has had a new wooden sole applied.
179 ________ Lot: three 12-inch scales, one belongs to the square head but the screw to secure it is MIA,
three hammer heads; two ball peen hammers; and a thread chaser.
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180 ________ Lot: three glass cutters; inside caliper; inside/outside caliper; another inside/outside caliper;
hermaphrodite caliper; dividers with integral spring; and a GERMAN folding 24-inch steel
scale or rule.
181 ________ Lot: assorted wooden handles out of an old tool box; two spoon bits one with wooden handle;
small tap handle, two bastard files; and two tapered steel rods. Twelve items in all.
182 ________ Nice St. Louis die stock marked R.M. RUMSEY & CO. ST. LOUIS along with the patent
date, the plate that is marked with the makers name is brass and will show nicely.
183 ________ Lot of additional items from bottom of tool box including long auger bit; bit extension; Thandled hex socket; two bastard files and a rasp. Six items in all.
184 ________ Five assorted bearing scrapers; four with wooden handles; several have been made from old
files and rasps.
185 ________ Little coach or carriage maker’s plane, very good.
186 ________ Wooden handled tobacco cutter, very good.
187 ________ Lot: gimlet bit; cold chisel; wood chisel that needs serious cleaning; center punch; wrench for
clamp-on roller skates; Yankee screwdriver flat bit; center punches; and lathe paring tool that
needs handle.
188 ________ Lot: 2-foot 4-fold boxwood rule; small wooden scraper; and two small hardened steel squares.
189 ________ Lot: hammer handle; drain plug wrench; Blue Point box wrench; double ended pry bar; double
open-ended wrench.
190 ________ Nice pair of brass trammel points.
191 ________ Lot: small star drill; wooden handled screwdriver; and large assortment of small files one with
a wooden handle. Eighteen items in all.
192 ________ O. STODDARD Patent dividers with several spare points, some rust on the extra points, will
clean to very good.
193 ________ Lot: WALDEN WORCESTER 2418 hex socket wrench; patented lever-type saw set, very
good; large square shanked auger bit; T-handled hex socket; and a small screwdriver with cast
iron handle. Five items in all.
194 ________ Four assorted hammers including a large brick hammer & a Stanley tack hammer with partial
decal remaining on handle.
195 ________ Lot: VISE-GRIP No. 5WR wrench in original cardboard box, fine; K-MART slip joint 8-inch
plier, fine; and a 5-inch plier with side cutter.
196 ________ OTTO BERNZ brass blow torch with intact decal, very good.
197 ________ Lot: GERMAN eggbeater-type handle drill; outside caliper with owner JOE BANG’S initials
JB stamped into one leg, some rust; crow bar broken at one end; and a large pair of inside
outside calipers.
198 ________ Antique Automobile horn, we do not know if it works but bring a 6-volt battery and we’ll let
you test it.
199 ________ Bag of chip carving chisels with wooden handles.
200 ________ Traditional carpenter’s tool chest with Measures 38-inch wide x 21.5 inches deep by 19
inches tall when closed, the raised panel lid has a band of copper around it and the
corners of the box itself have copper wrapped around them, box is dovetailed on the
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corners and has two sliding tills and two plane tills in bottom of box. Back of box has old
green paint, the top, sides and front have been stripped. The screws securing the hinges
are a bit too long and protrude thru the top of the box. The can be filed off or more
suitable screws can be used to replace them.
201 ________ ACME KEY CO. DENVER COLO PAT APPL’D FOR, hand cranked key-cutting machine
with aluminum frame, very good.
202 ________ Three iron block planes: Sargent #306 with early circular logo on good blade, complete and
very good; early Stanley #102, complete and very good; and a Millers Falls #75, complete and
fine.
203 ________ Lot: WRIGHT N-16 automotive speed wrench; and brace-type auto valve lapping tool, very
good.
204 ________ Four assorted bit braces: three ratcheting and a non-ratcheting one marked #10 that may be a
Backus, all need cleaning.
205 ________ Winchester #3004 iron smooth plane, some tote spur has been re-shaped, good tall knob, a few
patches of rust, will clean to very good.
206 ________ Union double ended block plane (Same as Stanley #130) complete and fine.
207 ________ Stanley #8 24-inch iron jointer plane, fine BB-logo blade, fine rosewood tote and tall knob,
disc is missing from bottom of lateral lever so the lateral is not engaging the blade, an easy fix,
fine overall.
208 ________ Four assorted iron block planes including ARTISAN from Gambles Department Stores,
complete and fine with original sticker in rear of bed; Sargent #208 complete and very good;
early Stanley #120 with SW blade, very good; and a newer Stanley Defiance similar to a #110,
complete with MADE IN U.S.A. blade, very good.
209 ________ Pair of FULTON iron bench planes: 22-inch jointer with corrugated sole, has FULTON cast
into raised pad in front of bed, spur broken off tote, good beaded knob, very good FULTON
iron, very good overall; and a FULTON #5256 iron jack plane with fine tote and tall knob,
very good FULTON blade, has a STANLEY lever cap, fine overall.
210 ________ Five iron block planes: SHELTON, very good; Stanley #120 very good; Lakeside (Stanley)
similar to Stanley 220, very good; Sargent #207 has a few paint splatters and needs cleaning;
and a nice Stanley #220.
211 ________ Pair of 18-inch iron fore planes: Diamond Edge DE6, spur of hard rubber tote has been
reshaped, good wooden knob, light pitting on top of original blade, can easily be returned to
service; and a Union that has UNION #6 cast into rear of bed, complete with fine tote and large
beaded knob, nice original blade, very good overall.
212 ________ Lot of five assorted iron block planes: UNION #110, missing wooden knob, otherwise
complete and very good; Stanley #110 complete and very good; P&C 1946 (similar to Stanley
#220) very good; Stanley #220 needs light cleaning, very good overall; and a ZENITH
(Sargent) 7-inch, front knob replaced, very good overall.
213 ________ Siegley #5C iron jack plane, cast iron, complete and fine.
214 ________ Stanley #9 1/4 iron block plane, complete and fine overall.
215 ________ FULTON #6C 18-inch corrugated iron jack plane, has pressed steel lateral lever, good
FULTON TOOL CO. blade, good knob, tote broken and glued in center, very good overall.
216 ________ Lot of six block planes including early Sargent pressed steel #5205 with knob on body instead
of on cap; Millers Falls #87 complete and fine; WFF BUFFALO complete and fine; Sargent
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#217 will clean to very good; Hibbard True Value with red cap and red knob, very good; and a
FULTON that has the original decal in rear of bed.
217 ________ Union #7C 22-inch iron jointer plane, complete and very good overall.
218 ________ Pair of block planes: Sargent pressed steel with VBM blade, does not appear to have ever had a
font knob; and a 7-inch #110-type with FULTON blade, has had something milled off the rear
of the bed.
219 ________ Stanley #8C iron jointer plane, has light rust on sides and bottom, complete and very good
overall.
220 ________ Nice UNION 6-inch adjustable block plane with Excelsior-style body, complete and very good
overall.
221 ________ Scarce Millers Falls Rose Patent (U.S. #63,944) 10-inch bit brace with unusual chuck, the
Millers Falls name on top of the frame is a bit faint, very good overall.
222 ________ Five 5-inch iron block planes: early Stanley #103 with Rule & Level Co blade that also has
faint ’76 patent date, very good; Unknown make 102-type with red lever cap, nice unmarked
blade, very good overall; Stanley #102 complete and fine; OHIO TOOL CO. #0102 complete
and very good; and another one with red lever cap and red screw, very good.
223 ________ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper with improper locking nut on the pitch adjuster, needs blade,
handle has hang hole in one end, brass blade clamping screw has SW logo, will make very
good user.
224 ________ Three 5-inch iron block planes: early Stanley #103, very good; Stanley #102 very good overall;
and a scarce B-PLANE (Birmingham) with adjuster, very good.
225 ________ Lot of four handled scrapers including HOOK SCRAPER No. 75; one with cam locking action,
has cracked brass ferrule; and one marked HIBBARD.
226 ________ Scarce Defiance by Stanley iron block plane in original? box bottom, has lever operated
blade adjuster, only the second of this model that we’ve sold, it is complete and very good.
227 ________ Large carriage maker’s shave with wooden handles that have been painted blue, one of the
brass ferrules is cracked, has Stanley SW blade, will make good user.
228 ________ Lot: three long handled scrapers including two by Stanley including a #70 and a 292 that are
both missing the blades; one is complete; and a body and knobs for a later Stanley #71 router
plane has provision on bottom for fence, if you’ve dropped yours and have been looking for a
new casting, here it is.
229 ________ Montgomery Ward (Stanley) No. 84-3547 rabbet plane and fillister, comes with fence and
depth stop but the depth stop mounting screw is MIA, has some rust from being in a damp
shed, will clean to fine overall.
230 ________ Fine late model Stanley #45 combination plow plane, complete with full set of 23 blades
including slitter and one bead that are currently in the plane, two depth stops, beading
stop, cam, even has the envelope with spare spurs, nickel plating on this one is about 98
percent plus, they don’t come much better unless you find one in the original box. This
one comes in the red tool box that it’s pictured in.
231 ________ L.S. Starrett deep throat hack saw, has improper blade installed, good handle, with proper
blade, it will be fine.
232 ________ Single handed scorp and Stanley #70 box scraper, both very good.
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233 ________ Early Stanley BEDROCK No. 604 round sided iron smooth plane with very good tote and low
knob, japanning about 80 percent, blade has light rust, has plane Stanley lever cap when it
should have the STANLEY R&L BED ROCK cap, will clean to very good usable condition.
234 ________ Three wooden smooth planes: W. COOLEY 9-inch smoother, throat cut for single iron, has
FULTON iron plane blade in it, but it needs a thick tapered single iron to work properly, very
good body and wedge; unusual 6 1/2-inch smoother with applied tropical sole, needs 1 1/8-inch
double iron to function, very good; and a 7-inch with a 1 1/8-inch single iron, very good
overall.
235 ________ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K4 9-inch iron smooth plane that was made on the early round sided
bedrock frame, very good.
236 ________ Lot: Stanley #151 spokeshave complete and very good; DUNLAP iron spokeshave with open
loop handles, missing blade, has light rust to exposed surfaces, good overall; and an unknown
make razor shave with PAT cast into underside of one handle, the other handle is missing a
little less than an inch off the end, usable as is or for parts.
237 ________ Fine unmarked 11-inch wooden miter plane.
238 ________ Lot of four spokeshaves: DUNLAP with open loop handles, complete and fine; SEYMOUR
SMITH & SONS has some rust to exposed surfaces, just traces of original japanning, will
clean t good usable condition; round Millers Falls “cigar” shave with rosewood handles,
missing blade; and a nickel plated Keen Kutter KK92 missing blade and cap.
239 ________ Pair of wooden planes: 8 1/2-inch smoother marked NEW YORK TOOL CO. with AUBURN
TOOL CO iron, very good overall; and an 8-inch with concave sole marked C. RAFFERT and
30 1/2 on the toe, fine overall.
240 ________ Stanley #67 Universal Spokeshave with rosewood handles, nice flat sole, has traces of light
surfaces rust, fine SW-logo blade, will clean to fine overall.
241 ________ Pair of grooving plows: JAMES PANTON ABERDEEN 1/2-inch, very good; and a 8/8 with
cursive owners name on toe, will have to look at photo to attempt to tell what it says, complete
and very good.
242 ________ Pair of iron cabinet scrapers similar to Stanley #80: Keen Kutter KK79 complete and an E.C.
STEARNS & CO. that needs a blade but is otherwise very good.
243 ________ Three wooden molding planes: 5/8-inch AUBURN TOOL CO No. 172 dado with owner added
wooden guide on right side, intact fence and nicker, fine overall; Ohio Tool Co. 1 1/2-inch
skewed rabbet, good overall; and a 1 5/8-inch skewed rabbet 10 3/4-inch stock, with a
PHILAD maker’s mark along with R. SHINN owners mark,
244 ________ Stanley #5 1/2C jumbo jack plane, rosewood tote broken and glued, nice rosewood tall knob,
very good SW-logo blade, very good overall.
245 ________ Pair of wooden spokeshaves: D.FLATHER & SONS SHEFFIELD, complete and very good;
and a dark one marked OSBORNE & CO on the blade, needs cleaning, very good overall.
246 ________ Diamond Edge DE5 1/2C jumbo jack plane with fine hard rubber tote, very good wooden
knob, 60 percent plus japanning, some light rust to exposed surfaces, will easily clean to very
good overall condition.
247 ________ Three iron spokeshaves: the one on top with the open loop handles and the blade adjuster looks
like a PRESTON product but it is unmarked, has traces light surface rust, will clean to fine
overall; A.G. BACHELDER with unusual blade adjustable cap iron (first we’ve seen of this
model) very good overall; and a Stanley #64 with BB-logo blade, needs light cleaning, very
good overall.
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248- 254

TBA.

255 ________ Wooden tray with two antique grease guns, an Aiken’s Patent tool handle; a awl handle, two
wooden handled glass cutters, and 12 assorted bitstock tools including a countersink; and
several auger bits; gimlet bit, spoon bit, etc.
256 ________ Large single bit axe that was hung for a guy with nice handle, blade has moderate to heavy
pitting.
257 ________ Nice little broad hatchet with faint GLASSPORT logo on one side of blade, very good.
258 ________ Large 6.25-inch single-bit axe with short 18-inch handle, blade has some pitting at the top but
is still usable.
259 ________ Blacksmith made barking spud, has some light surface rust, will clean to very good.
260 ________ Nice single bit AMERICAN GLASSPORT, PA felling axe with green paint at end of handle.
261 ________ SORBY 1-inch corner chisel with nice leather sheath, a few patches of light rust, will clean to
very good.
262 ________ Unknown make 7/8-inch corner chisel, sharp and ready to use right now, has small leather
cover to protect cutting edge.
263 ________ Unknown make 1 1/2-inch timber framing socket chisel, has iron ring around top of wooden
handle, small chip from corner of working edge, razor sharp.
264 ________ Fine PS&W (Peck, Stowe & Wilcox) 3-inch slick with fine wooden handle, sharp and
ready to go back to work today. One of the nicest of all the timber framing tools in this
auction.
265 ________ Single bit felling axe, has small chip from corner of working edge, handle splintered below
head, some light to moderate rust, good overall.
266 ________ Three large drawknives: 12-inch D.R. BARTON with weathered handles, and light rust, will
clean to good usable condition; a curved 12-inch inshave with crude handles, chip in cutting
edge, good overall; and a 12-inch that is rusty and pitted.
267 ________ Nice pair of log dogs.
268 ________ Four assorted marking gages including one with twist-locking head.
269 ________ Folding wooden miter box, may belong to the steel back saw with painted handle, very good
overall; plus an orange plastic stand with numerous bits for a drill or drill press including
countersinks etc.
270 ________ Lot: Three marking gages including rosewood marking and mortise gage, plus an adjustable
steel square with two handles.
271 ________ Three rules: Stanley #27 & #61 two-foot, four-fold rules both worn; plus a MADE IN U.S.A.
zig zag rule, fine.
272 ________ CHARLTON BROS 1 1/4-inch gouge, very good.
273 ________ Pair of 2-fold rules including a nice No. 1 with early arched joint; and a worn one with sliding
brass caliper.
274 ________ Lot: Hay hook; hand drill; and a kitchen knife with bone handle and lead or pewter bolster.
275 ________ Lot: two rosewood try squares and two rosewood handled sliding bevels
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276 ________ Pair of wooden planes: 9-inch smoother with faint NEW BEDFORD maker’s mark on toe,
with MOTTRAM blade, very good; and an AUBURN TOOL CO. 1-inch skew bladed rabbet,
very good.
277 ________ Scarce BODMAN & HUSSEY PAWTUCKET R.I. 3/16-inch double bead, very good
overall.
278 ________ Stanley #5 iron jack plane with 1910 patent date in bed behind frog, tote broken and needing to
be glued; knob has chunk missing out of side, can be put back into service with a little effort.
279 ________ Unusual OHIO TOOL CO. No. 122 quadruple reed plane, has two holes thru stock were
someone intended to put a fence, very good overall.
280 ________ FINE Stanley #45 combination plow plane with late 2-row cutter box and complete set of
23 blades, has STANLEY name in gold lettering on left side of handle, all three depth, as
fine of a late-model plane as we’ve ever seen or sold.
281 ________ Pair of MITUTOYO dial indicators: MITUTOYO 513-902 comes with holder in original
plastic box; and a 513-104 that is complete and in the original box.
282 ________ Stanley #78 duplex plane complete with fence and depth stop, nice BB-logo blade, fine overall.
283 ________ Two Starrett No. 161 parallel clamps and an unknown 0-1-inch micrometer.
284 ________ Early Stanley #48 tongue and groove plane with swinging fence, nice rosewood handle, very
good overall.
285 ________ TUBULAR MICROMETER CO. TUMICO St. James, Minnesota depth micrometer in original
wooden box, very good.
286 ________ Stanley #192 iron rabbet plane complete with depth stop, light rust on blade, nickel peeling
from cap screw, fine overall.
287 ________ Pair of folding keys: one marked LOCKWOOD MFG. CO. and the other will need cleaning to
reveal whether or not there is any maker’s marks on it.
288 ________ Pressed or stamped steel 6-inch block plane painted with flat black paint; plus a Stanley #4
Type 11 nice rosewood low knob, tote spur has been broken off and reattached, very good
overall.
289 ________ Yankee No. 992 machinist vise, complete and fine.
290 ________ Nice PHELPS OAKLAND CALIF. patternmaker’s plane with cast aluminum body, five
different aluminum bottoms each with its only blade, each blade is marked PHELPS
OAKLAND CALIF at the top, fine overall.
291 ________ Nice Stanley chestnut box for #45 combination plow plane with plus two wooden cutter boxes
containing 21 total blades for a #45 plane and an owner’s manual.
292 ________ Three 18-inch Stillson-type pipe wrenches, complete and very good.
293 ________ Three different open ended wrenches with graduations for measuring depth of furrow; first is a
9N17014 and is marked with the Ford script logo; second is a 9N17014 has Ford in script with
circle around it; and last is a 180 108 MI , all very good.
294 ________ CANEDY OTTO NO. 1 post drill that can be hand cranked or driven by the
WESTINGHOUSE motor that is mounted on the back of the post, comes with an
assortment of bits, fine overall.
295 ________ Pair of gear pullers: one with three adjustable claws; and one with two.
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296 ________ Pair of saws: wooden framed buck saw, good overall; and a 42-inch one or 2-man crosscut saw
with intact auxiliary handle, very good overall.
297 ________ Oliver No. 133 electric jointer with OHIO motor, mounted to piece of wood that can be
clamped to a table or bench top, very good.
298 ________ Lot of nine assorted open ended wrenches including a HERBRAND H2 TAPPET; a
CROMPTON & KNOWLES; BILLINGS & SPENCER, etc.
299 ________ Lot: Stanley nail set; STEVENS 5-inch pocket level with clip to hold it onto the pocket; three
lathe centers; and a small face plate for a wood lathe.
300 ________ Nice light-duty LERVAD MADE IN DENMARK woodworking bench with face and end
vice, very good to fine overall.
301 ________ Nice 66-inch 2-man crosscut saw with nice wooden handles; and a spare 66-inch blade.
302 ________ Pair of NOS 60-inch wheelbarrow handles, one is not quite straight.
303 ________ Traditional woodworker’s work bench with face and end vise, comes with two bench dogs
that fit the holes in the bench, chip or tool tray in back, came from the St. Charles,
Missouri area, very good overall.
304 ________ Atkins THE SAW ON THE FARM 16-page booklet, has small piece of Scotch tape on cover
at crease, very good overall.
305 ________ Lot of seven wrenches, six having S-handles, three homemade; one 352 BILLINGS &
SPENCER; a 663G WILLIAMS; and one has a single open end.
306 ________ New old stock set of chairmaker bits: tapered reamer and graduated set of four spoon bits, all
like new.
307 ________ Stanley #79 double side rabbet plane MADE IN ENG in original box, complete and fine.
308 ________ Three block planes: FULTON unbreakable, light to moderate rust; Stanley #118 unbreakable,
very good overall; and a #103 sized (three on left in group of five on right front of photo)
309 ________ Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane, missing blades and nickers, all three main sections
present and very good.
310 ________ Stanley #65 low angle block plane with SW logo on knuckle jointed lever cap, some light rust,
will clean to very good; and a #18 that has some light to moderate rust, will clean to very good.
311 ________ Pair of iron bench planes: Stanley-made 18-inch fore plane, light to moderate rust, will clean to
very good overall; and a prelateral iron jack plane that’s missing the tote and is caked with rust
from sitting on a concrete basement floor.
312 ________ Steer’s Patent iron jack plane with rosewood strips dovetailed into the sole, some light rust to
exposed surfaces, will clean to very good overall.
313 ________ Four transitional wooden bench planes: Prelateral 20-inch No. 30 with eagle logo on toe,
missing the tote, very good overall; Stanley #28 stock only; Stanley #26 complete and very
good; and a FULTON TOOL CO. 15-inch jack, complete and very good.
314 ________ Stearns Patent flexible bottom spokeshave, complete and very good.
315 ________ WM. SEDWEDGICK PATENT iron shave that is missing the wooden handles.
316 ________ Stanley #7 iron jointer plane, light rust
317 ________ Pair of iron spokeshaves: Stanley #51 complete and very good; and a #151 with light rust, will
clean to very good.
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318 ________ Pair of iron fore planes: Stanley BEDROCK #606C RT has light rust, will clean to very good;
and a FULTON 18-inch with corrugated bottom, light rust to exposed surfaces.
319 ________ Nice S.P.&S. CO. WHITE HALL ILL 5-gallon stoneware whisky or wine jug, a few small
chips, good overall.
320 ________ S.P.&S. Co. White Hall, ILL 12-gallon stoneware crock, one crack at base, and the ears on the
sides where the folding handles were are chipped.
321 ________ Damaged 5-gallon stoneware butter churn, marked on side with blue “5” the top is broken and
held together with clear tape, comes with wooden dasher.
322 ________ S.P.&S. Co. White Hall, ILL 12-gallon stoneware crock, crack alongside at bottom, very good
overall, this one never had the folding handles or the ears to which they were mounted, very
good overall.
323 ________ Nice intact wheat cradle, very good overall.
324 ________ Nice 8-gallon WESTERN MONMOUTH ILL stoneware pickle or kraut crock, very good with
nice graphics.
325 ________ Wheat cradle that needs some work but has the handle blade and four tines. Just needs the short
dowels that hold the four tines together, comes with an intact cradle portion of another model.
326 ________ Unknown 3-gallon stoneware crock, very good overall.
327 ________ Two reaping scythes and a spare handle for same, all very good.
328 ________ Reaping scythe.
329 ________ Wooden pump for wooden vinegar barrel; reaping scythe, three spare handles for scythes and a
scythe blade.
330 ________ Cast iron kettle with 19-inch diameter rim with a welded up steel fire ring to put it on.
331 ________ Lufkin X467 Zig Zag rule, complete and very good; plus a wooden handled scraper.
332 ________ Boxed set ARMSTRONG BRIDGEPORT CT die stock in original wooden box with various
dies.
333 ________ Lot: two bastard files; pair of nippers; and a large C-clamp.
334 ________ Wooden furniture clamp with steel screws, very good.
335 ________ Lot: two tang gouges and a bevel edged firmer chisel.
336 ________ Lot: small hand sledge hammer; small hand vise; mini claw hammer; adjustable square and a
small rat tail file, very good. Lot of five.
337 ________ Pair of hand sickles or scythes, one is slightly bent, both have good wooden handles.
338 ________ Nice MEADOW GOLD ST. LOUIS milk can with intact lid.
339 ________ Small carpenter’s tool box with two removable trays and drop down lid, the back is rotted and
falling off, can be restored.
340 ________ Nice tin water can with brass spout, folding wooden handle, small dent in back.
341 ________ Scarce HENRY DISSTON No. 6 folding saw vise, very good overall.
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342 ________ Pair of iron bench including Stanley #6C will clean to very good; plus a BEDROCK No. 8
(pre 608 designation) with milled off patent date in rear of bed, small hang hole, very
good overall.
343 ________ Lot of four wooden plank planes; three tongue and one groove; one with crude fence (no nuts);
one T. DONOHO tongue and groove planes, both missing fences; AUBURN TOOL CO.
tongue, missing the fence.
344 ________ Three wooden furniture clamps: 15 & 16-inch JORGENSEN types one marked MILLER SAW
TRIMMER CO. and a 10-inch with wooden screws.
345 ________ Cooper’s side axe with 11 1/2-inch blade, very good.
346 ________ Five JORGENSEN furniture clamps: 12-inch; 10-inch; 8-inch; and two 6-inch, all are fine.
347 ________ Large 12-inch broad axe with short handle, very good overall.
348 ________ Stanley #150 miter box, needs a saw, very good overall.
349 ________ Three medium sized brass plumb bobs.
350 ________ Early Stanley #41 Millers Patent plow plane with intact fillister bed and wrap-around fence,
comes with unslotted screws, intact slitter, very good to fine overall condition.
351 ________ Original 1912 Eugene Dietzgen Co. NINTH EDITION catalog of Drawing Materials,
Surveying Instruments, cover creased and has some light soiling, inside is very good.
352 ________ BELKNAP HARDWARE & MANUFACTURING CO. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY large
hardware catalog 1961, complete and very good.
353 ________ Did Monkeys Invent The Monkey Wrench - Hardware Stores And Hardware Stories by Vince
Staten, very good with intact dust jacket, very good.
354 ________ BELKNAP HARDWARE & MANUFACTURING CO. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 1974
large hardware catalog, a little light staining on hard covers, very good inside.
355 ________ Three Starrett Tool Catalogs: Catalog 26A complete and very good; Catalog #27 with stained
and worn covers, pages 283-290 are loose, good overall; and a 2001 Catalog No. 30, complete
and fine.
356 ________ BELKNAP HARDWARE & MANUFACTURING CO. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY large
Catalog No. 83, soiled and worn hard covers, a few of the inside pages are creased, very good
overall.
357 ________ AUDELS DIESEL ENGINE MANUAL Questions and Answers, very good overall.
358 ________ EVERY MAN HIS OWN MECHANIC COMPLETE GUIDE FOR AMATEIURS, hardbound
with clear tape on the cover and spine, the book really needs some professional binding as the
spine is separating, good overall.
359 ________ HARDWARE AGE BUILDERS’ HARDWARE HANDBOOK by Adon H. Brownell, H.H.C.
hardbound first edition 1956 published for HARDWARE AGE, complete and very good.
360 ________ U.S. ARMY Model BC-88 carpenter tool chest measures 34x16x12.5 inches, has fitted
spot for all the tools and an inventory sheet pasted to the inside of the lid
361 ________ Stanley #5 1/2C wide body jack plane, hard rubber adjuster nut, fine BB-logo blade, fine
overall.
362 ________ Nice shoe peg float, very good overall.
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363 ________ REVONOC (Stanley) 5 1/2C with 80 percent plus japanning, very good blade, fine tote and
knob, just needs light cleaning to be very good overall.
364 ________ Keen Kutter 6-inch sliding bevel with fine plating, very good overall.
365 ________ Pair of DEFIANCE by Stanley iron bench planes: jack with adjuster, has logo on left side of
very good tote, nice knob, very good overall; and an 8-inch smoother with adjuster, fine tote
and knob, very good overall.
366 ________ Keen Kutter glass cutter, fine overall.
367 ________ Pair of iron smooth planes: on left is a #4C with Diamond Edge blade, twisted Stanley lateral
lever, nice wooden tote and knob, very good overall; and a FULTON 9-inch smoother that is
complete and very good.
368 ________ Four very good Disston D8 5 1/2ppi saw plates all with very good etch, just add handles and
you’re ready to rip.
369 ________ Fulton 7-inch smooth plane, complete and very good.
370 ________ Five hardbound books on woodworking from Fine Woodworking: Three Tage Frid Teaches
Woodworking books; Book 1: Joinery; Book 2: Shaping, Veneering, Finishing; Book 3:
Furniture making; Fine Woodworking DESIGN BOOK TWO 1150 photographs of the best
work by 1000 craftsmen; and Fine Woodworking TECHNIQUES 180 pages of methods, tools
and materials for serious woodworkers, selected from the first seven issues of Fine
Woodworking magazine. A few have small tears in the dust jackets and very light soiling; one
has a 4-inch tear in a dust jacket.
371 ________ Stanley BEDROCK #603 FT with plain lever cap, very good tote, scuffed but intact tall
knob, light rust on bottom, will clean to very good overall.
372 ________ Five issues of HARDWARE AGE Magazine from 1948-1949; included are Feb 4, 1948 issue;
May 6, 1948 issue; May 20, 1948 issue; January 13, 1949 issue; and June 16, 1949 issue, a few
have small tears on the covers.
373 ________ Stanley BEDROCK #603 RT with proper lever cap, fine T-logo blade, fine rosewood tote and
low knob, some light rust, will clean to fine overall.
374 ________ Tool Books: The Stanley Catalog Collection VOLUME II by Astragal Press; A Brown &
Sharp Catalogue Collection by Astragal Press; an original Lufkin Precision TOOLS Catalog
No. 7; Starrett Bulletin No. 132W Issue No. 48; and a peter I. masi books catalog 190.
375 ________ Pair of Stanley smooth planes: #3 with BB-logo blade, tote broken and glued, hard rubber
adjuster, light rust, will clean to very good; and a #4C with little japanning, rosewood tote
broken and glued, nice low knob, fine STANLEY blade, some light rust on sides, will make
very good user.
376 ________ Short profile sing-bit axe, blade is just 6.5 inches from top to bottom, nice handle, very good
overall.
377 ________ Old wooden tool box with lid that had been broken off and re-attached at least once, measures
34 x 12 x 13, was used to store saws in when we got it.
378 ________ Large single bit axe, head measures 10.25 inches from top to bottom, good 21-inch handle,
good overall.
379 ________ Plastic 5-gallon bucket full of old door and gate hinges.
380 ________ Broad axe with 12-inch blade, has 22-inch handle, has CAST STEEL stamped into top along
with maker’s mark we cannot make out, with cleaning and sharpening, it will be fine.
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381 ________ Stanley #81 cabinet scraper with rosewood bottom, nickel plating about 60 percent, needs a
blade, good overall.
382 ________ Stanley #113 compass plane, missing the rear handle, has patent date on the lug that is
dovetailed into side of the cast iron body, find a 2-hole rear handle and screws and it will be
fine.
383 ________ Lot of five iron block planes: Stanley #110, complete and good; Stanley #9 1/4 with chunk
from left side at rear and missing the throat adjusting cam, good for parts; Stanley #102; and
two toy planes one has AMER TOOL & FDRY CO cast into rear of bed.
384 ________ Pair of wooden nosing planes: Ohio Tool Co. 1-inch No. 90 with single iron, good overall; and
a J.F. & G.M. LINDSEY 1 1/4-inch double iron, one wedge a replacement, good overall.
385 ________ Stanley #4 1/2 wide body smooth plane with broken tote that needs to be re-glued; good low
knob, good Q-logo blade, lever cap is from a #4 or #5, has former owner G.M. LULL’s name
stamped into right side.
386 ________ Three wooden molding planes: A.C. BARTLETT’S OHIO PLANES 1 1/2-inch No. 146
rabbet, very good; SANDUSKY TOOL CO. 1 1/4-inch NO. 146, very good; and a No. 8 OHIO
TOOL CO. No. 76 round, very good.
387 ________ Stanley #48 nickel plated tongue & groove plane with vines cast into handle, B casting mark in
left side, cast cap screws, both blades intact, very good overall.
388 ________ Stanley #113 compass plane with fine BB-logo blade, STANLEY with orange background
lever cap, intact rear handle, bottom has been soldered where it is normally screwed to the
frame, still in very good usable condition.
389 ________ Stanley #5 1/4 Junior Jack plane, BB-logo blade, hardwood tote and knob,
390 ________ Stanley #4C Type 11 iron smooth plane with very good V-logo blade, very good rosewood tote
and knob, very good overall.
391 ________ Stanley #40 scrub plane, good V-logo blade, beech tote and knob have been refinished, a very
good user.
392 ________ Lot of four wooden molding planes: 1/2-inch HIBERNIA WORKS side bead, very good;
OHIO TOOL CO. 5/16-inch No. 37 side bead, boxing chipped and there’s a screw thru the
front end to keep a crack from opening; OHIO TOOL CO. 3/8-inch No. 38 double boxed side
bead, boxing is cracked in several places; and the body only of a CHAPIN-STEPHENS round.
393 ________ Fine Stanley #4 1/2C wide body smooth plane with fine BB-logo blade, fine tote, scuffed but
intact knob, fine overall.
394 ________ Stanley #130 double ended block plane, complete and very good.
395 ________ Pair of 9-inch iron smooth planes: VAN CAMP (Stanley) No. 4 with good tote and low knob,
twisted lateral lever, very good overall; and a Stanley #4 with chunk from left side at toe, good
tall knob, improper hardwood tote, will make good user.
396 ________ Cast iron cam-locking saw vise with clamp that can be attached to a table to workbench, very
good.
397 ________ Big BAKER & HAMILTON STILETTO BRAND HARDWARE & STEEL Catalog No. 107
circa 1954, very good overall.
398 ________ Small hardbound KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. catalog 1928, filled with drafting and surveying
and engineers’ tools and instruments, edges of covers scuffed, inside very good.
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399 ________ E.C. SIMMONS 1914 KEEN KUTTER paper covered tool and cutlery catalog with a 425
ARCH STREET PHILADELPHIA address on the cover, cover creased and edges of
pages are soiled, inside very good.
400 ________ Pair of DIETZGEN hard covered catalogs of drafting and surveying supplies: the one with the
green cover is copyrighted 1931; and the yellow covered one is dated 1938, other than a little
soiling to the covers, they are both very good.
401 ________ Three iron block planes including late-model Stanley #110 with maroon japanning, very good
overall; a near identical but unmarked Sargent version of the 110, complete and very good; and
a 5-inch cast iron plane with squirrel-tail handle, very good.
402 ________ Millers Falls No. 14 iron jack plane, complete and very good and a Millers Falls No. 9 cast iron
smooth plane, entire plane coated in lacquer, will clean to very good overall.
403 ________ Lot of four saws: Star Tool Co. hack saw with cast iron handle, very good; jewelers saw with
wooden handle marked SAX CRAFTS GERMANY; an iron framed saw similar to the Star,
very good; and a QUAD NEW YORK PAT. 1,497,135 JUNE 10, 1924, complete and very
good.
404 ________ Stanley #101 mini iron block plane with 2-line STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, very
good overall.
405 ________ Stanley #3 cast iron smooth plane in original albeit worn pasteboard box, very good overall.
Plane has white paint splatters, diagonal knurling on larger adjuster nut, and very light rust to
exposed surfaces.
406 ________ Lot of six assorted coping and hack saws including an iron framed hack saw with cam locking
lever; Millers Falls No. 2 deep throated coping saw, just needs blade, very good; unmarked
iron frame hack saw; Millers Falls No. 42 with round frame, very good; and an unusual hack
saw with two wing nuts that adjust the size of the frame; etc.
407 ________ OVB GAGE No. 4 self-setting smooth plane, dirty from storage but complete and will clean to
very good overall.
408 ________ Four iron block planes: AMERICAN BOY; AMT; unknown 110-type; and TRUE VALUE, all
will clean to very good.
409 ________ Keen Kutter No. 4 iron smooth plane that has the block and wedge cast into the lever cap, rear
of tote spur chipped, scuffed but intact tall knob, will clean to fine overall.
410 ________ Craftsman (Millers Falls or Sargent) No. 3730 iron rabbet and fillister plane in original
cardboard box, plane is complete with fence and depth stop, has fine paint, just a few spots of
light to moderate rust, will clean to fine overall. Box is worn and moisture stained.
411 ________ Winchester No. 3005 iron smooth plane, top of blade and chip deflector are pitted, good
Winchester lever cap, good japanning, good beaded knob, tote spur has been replaced, will
clean to very good overall.
412 ________ Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool Co.) KK4 iron smooth plane, very good tote and knob, very good
overall.
413 ________ Stanley #5 1/4 junior jack plane, very good BB-logo blade, diagonal knurling on adjuster nut,
very good stained hardwood tote and knob, very good overall.
414 ________ Lot of Craftsman Power Tools catalogs from the 1949-1952; five COMPLETE LINE OF 1951
Models; five 1952 POWER TOOLS FOR SHOP and INDUSTRIAL USE; two issues of the
1949 POWER TOOLS; and three 1950 Complete Line issues.
415 ________ VAN CAMP (Stanley) #5C iron jack plane with very good hardwood tote and knob, very good
blade, 70 percent plus japanning, very good overall.
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416 ________ Stanley #5 1/2C jumbo jack plane, orange background on STANLEY lever cap, good BB-logo
blade, nice stained hardwood tote and knob, very good overall.
417 ________ Pair of Diamond Edge jumbo jack planes: DE5 1/2C with very good blade, hard rubber tote has
had top spur ground off; very good tall knob, has big hang hole drilled in rear of bed, entire
plane sprayed with lacquer; and a DE5 1/2 with nice low knob, hard rubber tote badly cracked
at base, can be replaced with a wooden tote, very good japanning, nice original blade, very
good overall.
418 ________ Eight hardware and tool catalogs and pamphlets: 1959 HARDWARE RETAILER Catalog
Service hardbound catalog; NORTON U.S. Price Schedule 2009; Antique Week 1995; Stanley
Industrial Power Tools Catalog No. 377; Stanley Industrial Power Tools catalog 369; two
Snap-On 1997 catalogs; and the Cooper Tools Catalog Campbell; Covert; Crescent; Lufkin;
Nicholson; Plumb; H.K. Porter; Turner; Weller; Wiss; and Xcelite.
419 ________ Diamond Edge DE6C iron fore plane, nice original iron, good hard rubber tote, good wooden
knob, has 80 percent plus japanning, light rust on sides and sole, will clean to very good
overall.
420 ________ Pair of tool books: Antique Woodworking Tools by Michael Dunbar; and Early 20th Century
Stanley Tools Price Guide by Jack Wood.
421 ________ Stanley #7 22-inch iron jointer plane, good SW-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and low knob,
has frog adjuster screw and two patent dates in bed behind frog, will clean to very good
overall.
422 ________ Lot of three saws: small pruning saw with wooden handle, the saw nuts to secure handle are
MIA; 15.5-inch back saw that has had the back removed and the screws are in it backward; and
a small back saw marked JAPAN that is bent.
423 ________ Lot: hammer-type saw set mounted to piece of wood; a fine Stanley #65 marking gage; and a
small wooden mallet, very good.
424 ________ Lot: Continental screw-arm plow plane, missing blade and wedge, otherwise very good; an
unusual router with steel base plate, very good overall; and a ram’s horn scraper that needs a
blade, very good overall.
425 ________ Pair of Buck Bros. carving tools: small cranked gouge, and a small V-shaped gouge, both are
fine to near new.
426 ________ Lot: 12-inch drawknife, very good; 2-inch BUTCHER gouge, very good; BUTCHER 2-inch
chisel with ratty handle, chipped cutting edge will need to be re-ground; and a W. BUTCHER
1 3/4-inch chisel with iron ring at top of wooden handle, needs sharpening, very good overall.
427 ________ Lot: three wooden smooth planes all with sides broken out from wedge being in too tightly;
and a homemade coach maker’s T-rabbet plane, very good overall.
428 ________ Lot of modern wrenches; Snap-On No. RBYC57 ratchet, fine; Craftsman #4520 end cutter,
very good; Snap-On E771 snap-ring plier, fine; Snap-On 94CCP plier, fine; Snap-On 94ACP
needle nose plier very good; BLUE POINT CHN424 small channel-locking plier, very good;
spring loaded end cutter for cutting chain?; OMEGA side cutter, very good; unknown make
side cutter, very good; SEARS offset needle nose marked CHINA; Snap-On 387BCR notched,
fine; pry bar marked INDIA with rubber handle, very good; Craftsman CLENCH WRENCH
MADE IN USA, very good; Craftsman 4521, bolt cutter marked JAPAN, some rust, etc. Total
of 15 items.
429 ________ Lot: large pair of scissors; jar opener patented in St. Louis E-Z Pat. No. 1841270; and a rockertype food chopper, rusty.
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430 ________ Four pair of pliers: BUFFALO channel locks; 10.5-inch Cronk-type, fine; 8.5-inch lineman’s
type with side cutter; and a 9-inch lineman’s type with side cutter, will clean to very good.
431 ________ Lot of six adjustable pipe wrenches: 10-inch all-steel Stillson-type; 10-inch Stillson with
wooden handle, very good; 12-inch STILLSON that needs a new wooden handle; 7-inch allsteel WEST GERMANY, very good; and a Stillson-type that is missing the wooden handle and
has had the end of the steel shaft broken off, good for parts only.
432 ________ Lot: Three 9-inch AUTO wrenches and three automotive lug wrenches, all need some degree
of cleaning.
433 ________ Lot of 14 assorted wrenches: three ratchets: Five box ended wrenches including a BONNEY
2854; and six assorted open enders including three BARCALO BUFFALO and a BONNEY
2725B.
434 ________ Lot: Small steel square; two pair of slip-joint pliers; two pair of pliers including KRAEUTER
1831 with side cutter.
435 ________ Lot: Hex socket wrench; all-steel ball peen hammer; 8-inch Crescent-type wrench and a
compound lever side cutter with red plastic handles.
436 ________ Lot: three pair of pliers; and two side cutters including one by KLEIN & SONS.
437 ________ Lot: Wooden box full of auger bits and a 10-inch ratchet brace with cocobolo or rosewood
handles that will clean to very good.
438 ________ Lot: Three pair of pliers; one marked AIM; and a KLEIN & SONS side cutter, very good.
439 ________ Pair of 8-inch Coes monkey wrenches, both very good.
440 ________ Lot of assorted wrenches including S-handled implement wrench; hand forged S-handle; 6inch offset Ridged pipe wrench, etc. Nine items in all.
441 ________ Wooden clothesline reel, very good overall; and a CHAMPION No. 15 hand scythe, very good.
442 ________ Lot of wrenches: two pliers, one Snap-On box end wrench, four tool post wrenches; and two
open ended. Nine items in all.
443 ________ Lot: Stanley No. 750 chisel with partial decal on handle; wooden handled scraper; and a file
that may have been used as a thin mortising chisel.
444 ________ Lot of nine STANLEY 100 PLUS screwdrivers, all in very good or better condition.
445 ________ Lot: four regular pliers; one needle nose; one open ended wrench; one box wrench, two hex
sockets, and a nail lifter.
446 ________ Lot of 10 mostly-Stanley screwdrivers including six with black and yellow plastic handles; a
No. 1721 Phillips; No. 2731 Phillips with wooden handle; large wooden handled flat bladed
model marked Stanley on the wooden handle; and a Champion-type wooden handled model.
447 ________ Genuine Leather sheath for double bit axe, very good; and a small anvil marked A252.
448 ________ Four assorted hammers: on top is a rock hammer; two are blacksmith hammers and one is a
homemade hammer to drive hitch pins out of heavy equipment.
449 ________ Six-piece PITTSBURGH screwdriver set in original packaging plus two spare PITTSBURGH
screwdrivers with Phillips heads.
450 ________ Four Snap-On tools: three flat bladed screwdrivers and a TMR4 1/4-inch ratchet with storage
handle, no sockets included.
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451 ________ Lot: two plane blades: RED DEVIL No. 10 scraper, fine; reamer; Shaler vulcanizer; hand vise;
Stanley 16-204 chisel; hand vise; vise that mounts to a bench, and a rasp. Nine items in all.
452 ________ Lot: chain wrench; hook bill linoleum knife; and five scrapers, three marked GOODELL.
453 ________ Three pipe wrenches: 8-inch HEAVY DUTY TAIWAN; RIDGID 12-inch pipe wrench; and a
FULLER SUPER QUALITY 14-inch, all very good.
454 ________ Lot plumb lathing hatchet with sheath; and nice wooden mallet or gavel.
455 ________ Strapped fire or crash hatchet marked HENR(I), has a few splinters from handle otherwise
clean and very good.
456 ________ Like new Stanley #25 sliding bevel with rosewood handle; plus an unknown make 24-inch 4fold rule.
457 ________ Wooden ammo crate MADE IN RUSSIA SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION 7.62 x 39 HP
NON-CORROSIVE L.C.B.
458 ________ Four nail pullers: Two BRIDGEPORT HARDWARE MFG. CO. SURE GRIP No. 56 models;
one only has the model name and number; the other has the company name as well; plus a
GREENLEE NO. 515 nail puller; and a CRESCENT TOOL CO. ECLIPSE BRAND nail
puller that has part of the cast iron housing broken away, it is still usable.
459 ________ Four assorted block planes: Late U.S.A. model Stanley #220, complete and very good; a
Stanley #220 that is complete and needing a good cleaning; another #220 missing knob and
blade; and a small iron block plane with red paint in bed and having a black lever cap, likely
out of a child’s tool kit.
460 ________ Four assorted ratchet braces including a nice PEXTO No. 5310; a SAMSON No. 4010, very
good;
461 ________ Pair of mini Stanley block planes: H101P with blue bed and red cap; and a plated 101P, both
have pressed steel bodies.
462 ________ Pair of hand drills: Millers Falls No. 77, very good & Stanley? with storage under cap at end of
handle, needs good cleaning and de-rusting but should make a good user.
463 ________ Four assorted ratchet braces: MOHAWK 10-inch, very good; DUNLAP 10-inch; GREAT
NECK TAIWAN 10-inch; and a Stanley No. 926 10-inch that has moderate rust and peeling
nickel.
464 ________ Four assorted zig zag rules including a NOS STARRETT SO60 in original packaging;
LUFKIN X46F, soiled and likely stained; two LUFKIN RED END models, both worn; and a
good STANLEY BELL SYSTEM.
465 ________ Four assorted ratchet braces: Stanley No. 921 10-inch; VICTOR NO. ?; CROSS missing one of
the ratchet dogs; and a Millers Falls, all have some degree of dirt and/or rust and will need
cleaning.
466 ________ Stanley double beam marking gage PAT. OCT 22, 1872, very good.
467 ________ Five assorted pencils including POTTER IMPLEMENT CO. John Deere; and four assorted flat
carpenter pencils.
468 ________ Five assorted bit braces: VICTOR 946 10-inch, very good; Stanley 945 10-inch; the others are
too rusty to make out any make or model numbers.
469 ________ Five assorted zig zag rules incl. Stanley No. 167 BRICK MASON’S; LUFKIN RED END;
LUFKIN RED END with caliper; LUFKIN X46F
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470 ________ Four NOS carpenter pencils: PLUMB BUILDING SYSTEMS New Hampton, Iowa; ROLLEX
SIDING, SOFFIT & RAINWARE; DIXON RED and BLACK; and a MENARD CALAWAY
LUMBER.
471 ________ Pair of NOS zig zag rules: RIDGID No. 620 & STARRETT S060, both like new
472 ________ Three assorted 4-fold boxwood rules: Stanley No. 163; a LUFKIN with 12/3/18 patent date on
nice inside leg, outside is too worn to read; and an unknown make.
473 ________ Lot: Large E.C. STEARNS lever-type saw set, needs light cleaning, very good overall; 9-inch
AUTO wrench; two pitted S-handled open ended wrenches and a crusty shear or scissor.
474 ________ Pair of adjustable wrenches: B&C combination pipe and nut wrench, wooden handle is
cracked, will clean to good or better; and a 12-inch Coes-type monkey wrench, has light rust,
no maker’s names are visible.
475 ________ Six assorted wrenches including IVER JOHNSON 5.5-inch pocket wrench with worm screw
that needs filing to make it work; INDUSTRO MFG ratchet; WAKEFIELD No. 19 AUTO;
and two hubcap type wrenches.
476 ________ Lot: small unknown 3-wick burner; aluminum mold; pipe expander; screwdriver with cast iron
handle with three square openings on side; RED DEVIL pliers; and 7-inch and 10-inch tin
snips.
477 ________ Lot: weeder; shears; saw vise; combined hammer and pry bar; and chuck and gear box for
electric drill.
478 ________ Lot: CHANNELLOCK decking or wrecking hammer, very good; 9-inch adjustable AUTO
wrench; and an IHC 1326-E open end wrench.
479 ________ Lot: four socket chisels including one marked I.O.A. and three wooden handled bearing
scrapers.
480 ________ Lot: K-D No. 2022 spreader; large wooden spokeshave with screw adjusted blade; smaller
wooden spokeshave marked W.J. (William Johnson); Stanley 4-WAY keyhole saw blade, and
a small screwdriver.
481 ________ Lot: Two small brushes; a T-handled square socket wrench; HOOK SCRAPER No. 75; tack
lifter, magnet, ice pick and button hook.
482 ________ Lot: blacksmith made pike pole end; small shears; HYDE TOOLS No. 2000 box opener
handle, no blade; cotter pin puller; stitching awl, no needles; set of small Allen wrenches, etc.
483 ________ Unmarked Wing Mailer, Chauncey Wings Sons.
484 ________ U.S. SHOP CHIEF belt sander powered by a drill, needs cleaning; plus a homemade cutter.
485 ________ Three ice tools: heavy duty ice chipper used in an ice house, needs a wooden handle installed
into the socket; a small pot metal ice scraper with wooden handle, the frame is cracked; and a
long wooden handled ice chipper used in an ice house or commercial kitchen, very good.
486 ________ Lot of five drawknives including a nice 8-inch Pexto; the others all have light to moderate rust,
and one is missing one of the wooden handles.
487 ________ Stanley #60 miter box with 24-inch Disston-made back saw, some light rust, will clean to very
good usable condition.
488 ________ Lot: Three drawknives including nice OVB model; two meat cleavers, the largest is missing
the wooden handle; they and the top two drawknives have rust that will result in some pitting
when cleaned.
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489 ________ Pair of ice tongs (far left in photo) the larger pair marked 561 1/2 - 26-inch, it has some rust,
will clean to very good overall; the smaller pair is unmarked, it too needs a cleaning.
490 ________ Canedy-Otto Manufacturing Co. post drill with feed auto feed mechanism, the crank handle is
MIA, the rest is very good.
491 ________ Large ice tong that needs a long wooden handle turned to fit the socket at the top, marked PAT.
AUG. 21, 1888 OSHKOSH WIS
492 ________ Pair of 3/4-inch E. PRESTON sash molding planes No. 1 & No. 2 both complete and very
good.
493 ________ Nice mahogany router plane with five plow irons, the plane and wedge are fine, the blades
have some light to moderate rust.
494 ________ Pair E. PRESTON molding planes: 5/8-inch No. 2 sash molding plane, complete and very
good; and a E. PRESTON ? no size or model number stamped in to body, complete and very
good.
495 ________ Three wooden molding planes: W. WOODS WHEELER #13 round missing the wedge and
with rust on the blade; ATKIN & SONS SHEFFIELD WORKS 1/2 & 3/4-inch tongue plane
with adjustable fence on bottom, has large initials J.P.P.B stamped or branded into left side,
very good; an Ohio Tool Co. tongue plane missing the blade, throat has been enlarged for
easier passage of shavings, good overall.
496 ________ Unknown make pair of 3/4-inch sash molding planes No. 1 & No. 2, both complete and fine.
497 ________ Two hollow molding planes; and a small glass alcohol lamp, with glass wick cover. JNO
COCKBAIN CARLISLE No. 6 hollow very good; and a slightly larger hollow that is
unmarked with cabinet pitch, very good.
498 ________ Five assorted side rabbet planes: 7/8-inch single boxed very good; 9/16-inch ATKIN & SONS
SHEFFIELD WORKS also marked on heel COZENS & SHAW WOLVERHAMPTON, fine;
7/16-inch ATKIN & SONS SHEFFIELD WORKS also marked on heel COZENS & SHAW
WOLVERHAMPTON, fine; COCKBAIN 3/8-inch, single boxes, very good; and unknown
make 5/16-inch very good.
499 ________ Three assorted wooden molding planes: 1/4-inch quarter round marked I-BIRCH on toe, very
good; unusual 5/8-inch double bead, small 1/2-piece of boxes missing at heel, very good; and a
E. PRESTON 5/8-inch sash molding plane that has holes in the bottom where a fence was once
mounted.
500 ________ Wooden patternmaker’s 7-drawer tool chest with drop down panel to hide and secure the
drawers.
501 ________ Lot of four rusty drawknives including a folding handle model. The folding handle model has
some pitting, but could be restored to usable condition.
502 ________ Craftsman miter box with 25-inch Craftsman back saw; box has some light to moderate rust to
exposed surfaces, the saw is clean and very good.
503 ________ Unknown make 26-inch miter box back saw, handle has CERVETT 1940 crudely scratched
into left side, some light rust.
504 ________ Badly pitted single bit axe with nice 19-inch handle; plus two steel saw frames for meat saws;
one marked FITCHBURG MASS No. 255.
505 ________ Lot of five rusty chisels, one has a battered socket; it and two others will need wooden handles,
all can be restored to usable condition; plus four wooden saw handles with nine mounting
screws.
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506 ________ Lot: 10-inch COES monkey wrench; Perfect-Handle type screwdriver; solid steel screwdriver
like those made by Crescent and others, an adjustable hollow auger; and a folding or swinging
cast-iron shelf bracket.
507 ________ Lot of plane parts: two Parplus-type smoothers; one needing a blade; the other needing a blade
and tote; a Stanley 9 1/2 block plane that has been dropped and broken in half; block plane and
bench plane lever caps; fence and mounting rod for Stanley #78 duplex plane; two bench plane
totes, etc.
508 ________ Lot of 13 assorted open end wrenches.
509 ________ Lot: General NS132 steel caliper rule that measures inside and outside, fine; a small
clockmaker’s or jeweler’s caliper; and a Millers Falls-type AUGER BIT DEPTH GAUGE.
510 ________ Pair of Surveying tool books: A Manual of American Engineers & Surveyors Instruments by
W. & L.E. GURLEY Twenty-First Edition 1874 reprinted by Astragal Press, fine; and an
original June 1st, 1939 Keuffel & Esser Co. Price list Applying to General Catalogue 38th
Edition.
511 ________ Seven paper covered tool catalogs: Snap-On Catalog No. 600; Snap-On Catalog W; Starrett
Bulletin No. K610 circa 1990; Stanley Hand Tools 100 Years of Innovation; Stanley Hand
Tool Catalog with 2007 price sheet; and Stanley Hardware Catalog 140.
512 ________ Four tool catalogs: Red Devil Catalog 20; Red Devil Catalog 22; Red Devil Catalog 23; and
U.S. General Supply Corp. New York has order blanks and envelop from when postage was 4
cents and airmail was 7 cents.
513 ________ Pair of tool books: Collectors Guide Early American Tools Pictures Prices; and a Stanley #34
tool catalog with blue cover, no date that we can find but does have 100 PLUS tools as well as
HANDYMAN and HURWOOD; ATHA; and others.
514 ________ Three woodworking books: Practical Veneering by Charles H. Hayward, very good; Fine
Woodworking On More Proven Shop Tips; and Fine Woodworking on Planes and Chisels.
515 ________ Lot of five paper covered tool catalogs from 1940s and 1950s; 1955 Edition of Automotive and
Hardware Wholesale Catalog of Continental Products, Inc. Chicago; 1944 Catalogue of
TRAVERS TOOL CO. “HELP WIN THE WAR - USE GOOD TOOLS” at top of cover;
10,000 Catalogue Pictures of Machines Tools and Instruments 1951 by Stephen Marshall;
BAHCO Catalogue No. 1/86; and Corrosion and Heat Resisting Steels catalog of Crucible
Steel Company of America.
516 ________ Pair of iron bench planes: Stanley #6 with early-style rosewood tote, good Q-logo blade, good
rosewood low knob, very good overall; and a late Stanley #5 iron jack plane with rounded top
on BB-logo blade, STANLEY with yellow background lever cap, stained hardwood tote and
knob, very good.
517 ________ Pair of Stanley iron jack planes: #5 with 1910 patent date behind frog, large brass adjuster nut,
STANLEY lever cap has chips at leading edge, a good user; and a Stanley #5C TYPE 11, tote
has been broken and glued, good low knob, very good SW-logo blade, very good.
518 ________ Pair of Craftsman (Millers Falls) duplex or rabbet and fillister planes: One that has an improper
lever cap screw, fence rod but no fence and missing depth stop; and one that is only missing
the locking screw from the fence to complete, it is very good.
519 ________ Pair of iron smooth planes: Including 9-inch LAKESIDE.
520 ________ Stanley #4 1/2C wide body smooth plane, nice refinished rosewood tote and tall knob, very
good BB-logo blade.
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521 ________ Stanley #3 Type 11 smooth plane, rosewood tote was broken and glued, good low knob, SWlogo blade has less than 1/2-inch usable length remaining, good overall.
522 ________ Pair of rusty iron jointer planes: Stanley #8C and OVB (Gage) #7. The #8C has a low knob,
that is cracked on one side; early-style tote missing spur, will clean to good usable condition;
O.V.B. (Our Very Best) jointer has peeling japanning in bed with light to moderate rust to
exposed surfaces, spur of broken off of tote, knob cracked at base, moderate rust to exposed
surfaces, will clean to usable condition.
523 ________ Four assorted hand saws: 26-in. 8ppi Disston with machine carved handle, light rust to both
sides of blade; SIMONDS 26-inch rip, has decent etch on blade, some light rust, will clean to
fine overall; Disston 26-inch with 5 1/2ppi blade, top handle spur MIA, good very good
overall; and a 26-inch Disston crosscut with light to moderate rust on both sides of blade.
524 ________ Small bit brace with short bit, light to moderate rust to exposed surfaces; and an adjustable
basin wrench with T-handle, some rust, will clean to very good.
525 ________ Unusual CURTIS-HEBERT CO. GLOVERSVILLE, NY plane Makers of GLOVERS
MACHINERY, has tote-type handles front and back, and a brass plate with the maker’s name
on it. Was used to true up cutting blocks in the glove-cutting industry in Gloversville, NY. The
plane was probably made here in Gloversville, (perhaps by Curtin-Hebert Co., Inc.), was used
for several generations of glove-shop operators. Plane is 21 1/2 inches long and 3 1/2 inches
wide, with a 7/16-inch cutter. There is a slight crack in the part that holds the cutter, but it does
not appear to affect use of the plane. (See also Smith's Patented ....Planes, Vol II, Page 121)
526 ________ Pair of panel saws: SIMONDS 20-inch No. 8 1/2, has light rust on back of blade will clean to
very good overall; and a 15-inch ATKINS that may have been cut down from a larger sized
panel saw nice machine carved handle, very good overall.
527 ________ Unknown make 16-inch steel back saw, with painted handle, some light rust on blade, will
clean to very good; and a 24-inch Stanley #36 cast iron plumb and level with shaft groove,
some light rust, one plumb vial dry the other two vials are good.
528 ________ Pair of hand saws: 26-inch 12ppi Disston with fine handle, light rust on blade, faint etch; and
an unknown 26-inch 7ppi with faint etch that looks like P&M CO. NEW YORK PATENT
TEMPER CAST STEEL, good overall.
529 ________ Craftsman combination plow plane similar to Stanley #45 needs blades.
530 ________ Disston 24 1/2-inch crosscut saw with nice handle, blade has light to moderate rust on both
sides.
531 ________ Pair of wooden planes: OHIO TOOL #43 1/2 1/2-inch and unknown scotia or quarter round.
532 ________ Medium sized bung auger light to moderate rust, some pitting.
533 ________ Stanley #45 with nickel plated floral casting, all three main sections and short rods.
534 ________ Stanley #71 router plane with 1/2-inch blade, some light rust and one handle cracked, will
clean to very good usable condition; and an ALUMO A1 weather-stripping plane, no blade or
wedge.
535 ________ Chaplin’s Improved Patent NO. 1205 corrugated iron smoother with hard rubber tote, tote is
broken at the base, light rust, will clean to very good.
536 ________ Unusual OHIO TOOL CO. razee-style handled complex molding plane with cracking.
537 ________ Early style torque wrench with Craftsman socket; and a bastard file with iron file handle.
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538 ________ Stanley 5 1/4 junior jack plane, missing blade, light rust to exposed surfaces, with blade will
make a great user.
539 ________ Stanley #45 Type I plow plane, all three main sections, rods, very good overall; plus another
#45 main body with floral casting, nickel plated, comes with fence and long rods, needs center
sliding sections blades, etc.
540 ________ Five assorted wooden block planes including complex molder with no blade; Sandusky Tool
Co. 1/2-inch side bead; Sandusky Special missing blade and steel depth stop or fence is rusty;
Greenfield TOOL CO. complex molder with improper wedge and an unknown rabbet? missing
the blade.
541 ________ Three iron block planes: Stanley #9 1/2; early Stanley 120 (rusty with front corner badly pitted;
a Stanley 9 1/2 with missing cam from lever cap; and a Sargent 5-inch with adjuster.
542 ________ Millers Falls No. 182 combination brace and drill, rusty, will clean to at least good overall.
543 ________ Ohio Tool toothing plane, very good.
544 ________ Pair of Stanley block planes: Stanley #9 1/2 that has some white paint overspray on the cap and
bed, very good overall; and a mini #100 block plane with squirrel-tail handle, some minor
surface rust, will clean to very good.
545 ________ Fulton 8-inch transitional smooth plane, rusty.
546 ________ Pair of wooden molding planes: J. DONALDSON and L.R. CARTER Cincinnati complex
molding plane, has holes in bottom where owner-added fence was once installed, good overall;
and a
547 ________ Nice little Chaplin’s Patent iron block plane, complete and very good.
548 ________ Pair of ice tongs; large pair on left has two handles at the top; the pair on right has a socket that
a long pipe or wooden handle would go thru.
549 ________ A. & E. BALDWIN New York wedge-arm plow plane, wedge are bruised, arms have brass
tips, very good.
550 ________ Stanley #141 Millers Patent plow found in a damp basement with a coat of light surface rust,
come with the intact fillister bed, font depth stop and sitter, will clean to very good overall.
551 ________ Pair of 8-inch transitional smooth planes: Trask Patent transitional smooth plane, rusty, will
clean to very good; and a Stanley #122 Liberty Bell, eagle trademark on toe, light rust, will
clean to good overall.
552 ________ Pair of mini block planes: pressed steel model, light rust on blade, very good overall; and a cast
model that is very good.
553 ________ Winchester No. 3040 transitional smooth plane, light rust on blade, very good overall.
554 ________ Lot: G.I. MIX 1-inch corner chisel, very good; EAGLE sliding bevel (rusty and pitted); OHIO
TOOL CO. 1/4-inch mortising chisel, needs handle, very good; and two wooden handled
screwdrivers.
555 ________ Adjustable hollow auger, some light rust, will clean to very good; plus the body and depth stop
for a LADD TOOL CO. hollow auger.
556 ________ Winchester (Stanley) No. W130 double ended block plane, complete and very good.
557 ________ Stanley #65 low angle block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, complete and very good
overall.
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558 ________ Large Keen Kutter 1921-1922 paper covered hardware and cutlery catalog, cover is
soiled and worn, and there is some clear tape holding it together, inside is very good.
559 ________ PARKS BALL BEARING foot-powered mortising machine made in Cincinnati Ohio. Has
light to moderate rust over all the surfaces and will require a lot of cleaning.
560 ________ PLUM Boy Scout hatchet with Stanley sliding bevel that is rusty.
561 ________ Pair of Stanley #45 combination plow planes that were found on a concrete basement floor and
have light to heavy rust. Both will make fine users.
562 ________ Lot: chisel and blade sharpening jig; brass trammel; and two brass plumb bobs.
563 ________ H.C. MARSH ROCKFORD ILL combined miter vise and saw holder with 22-inch steel
backed saw, LANGDON MITER BOX saw has mild surface rust, will clean to very good.
564 ________ Pair of bench planes: Stanley #30 prelateral jointer, complete and very good; and 22 1/2-inch
Continental jointer very good.
565 ________ Nine assorted OHIO TOOL wooden molding planes; one or two missing blades, others are
complete. What some in the business would call an opportunity box lot.
566 ________ Pair of iron planes: Stanley #48 T&G plane with peeling nickel plating, just needs blades and
will be very good; and a FULTON duplex rabbet and fillister, very good.
567 ________ Three wooden planes: OHIO TOOL 1 1/2-inch single iron nosing plane missing rear handle,
good overall; OGONTZ TOOL CO. wooden jack plane stock only; and a jack rabbet that is
missing the nicker but is otherwise very good.
568 ________ Stanley #180 18-inch bit extension with original albeit tatty box, bit extension is fine.
569 ________ Early H. DISSTON & SONS 26-inch 6ppi hand saw with a few patches of light rust on blade,
nice sunken medallion has threaded post missing off back side, one nut is also missing.
570 ________ Pair of brass surveyor-type plumb bobs; both very good.
571 ________ Stanley #98 right handled side rabbet, later model with depth stop, nice rosewood knob, very
good overall.
572 ________ Pair of brass surveyor-type plumb bobs; one marked DIETZGEN 12, both very good.
573 ________ Lot of four fixer upper wooden and transitional planes including a very nice 23-inch
Continental gutter plane out of some type of fruitwood; Stanley #31 prelateral with eagle logo
on toe, very good,
574 ________ Disston & Sons stair saw, very good.
575 ________ Three wooden molding planes including AUBURN TOOL CO. No. 189 2-inch twin iron
nosing plane with replaced wedge, very good overall; J. GREEN N. YORK complex molder;
and a BARRY & WAY NEW YORK adjustable sash plane missing one blade and wedge.
576 ________ Lot of three wooden jointer planes: 22-inch H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY No. 113, with
missing wedge and some worm damage on left side; DOSCHER PLANE & TOOL CO. 26inch with closed handle, has initials scratched into left side, will clean to very good overall; and
a nice 28-inch ???? & CO AMHERST, MASS on toe, closed handle, very good overall.
577 ________ Lot of five rusty saws: at least two can be restored to usable condition; the others are best
suited for the little old lady or man who paints nice barn scenes on them.
578 ________ Modern 8 1/2-inch E.C.E. horn plane, complete and fine.
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579 ________ Lot of four hand saws: TOWNSMAN T-1; nice BAY STATE rip with broken handle spur;
SANDVIK crosscut with decorated handle, blade needs cleaning; and an H. DISSTON &
SONS with chipped handle and blade that needs cleaning.
580 ________ Four wooden planes: Handled smoother made of oak; wooden smoother with
WILLIAMSBURG MASS mark on the toe, one side cracked from wedge being too tight; nice
handled jack rabbet plane with both nickers intact; and a handled round plane with owner
added fence on left side.
581 ________ Lot of three hand saws: unknown model Disston; unknown make with NATIONAL TOOL &
MFG NEW YORK as part of the etch; and a very nice PENN STATE A-4 rip with 5 1/2 point
blade and fine etch.
582 ________ Lot of five planes: Stanley #26 transitional jack, complete and very good; a similar transitional
jack with partially rotted stock missing blade and lever cap; wooden match plane missing
blades and wedges; and a wide wooden rabbet plane, good overall.
583 ________ Lot of five saws: three full sized hand saws: one with rust is missing the medallion; Disston
8ppi with faint etch, blade needs cleaning; and a very nice DISSTON D-7 by HKP with good
etch and fine handle; plus a keyhole saws and small panel saw.
584 ________ Lot: 18-inch cast aluminum or pot metal plumb and level; two wooden dowels that someone
started to make into handles for slicks?; s small wooden block; eight surveyor's pins; and a
brace-type valve lapper.
585 ________ Lot: two oar locks and a cleat from a boat; several rusty machine bits; three T-handle valve
wrenches; SKELGAS wrench; 10/31/16 nickel plated miter box clamp, very good.
586 ________ Lot of rusty tools found in a barn: anti-kicking device used when milking a cow; large eye bolt
with ring; a quick release handle for sad iron that looks like it was dug from the ground and is
badly pitted; and four mystery items.
587 ________ Four lathe tools: small 4-inch tool rest; 6 1/4-inch diameter face plate; small 3-jaw chuck with
intact wrench, rusty but still works, just needs cleaning; and 4-jaw chuck that is in the same
shape and also comes with a wrench. After photo was taken a bracket that the tool rest is held
in was added.
588 ________ Lot: two yarn? winding tools that clamp to a table; one is missing the crank wheel; an
automotive valve lapping tool that needs to be taken apart and cleaned out, and needs a wooden
top handle; and a brass pump with wooden handle that has a badly pitted steel bracket.
589 ________ Lot: shallow hack saw; large hay hook; rusty frame for barn pulley F.E. MEYERS BRO
COMPANY ASHLAND O.; a cam-locking long handled scraper, no blade; and another rusty
pulley HUDSON MFG CO.
590 ________ Scarce Goodell-Pratt auto valve-lapping tool, just needs the small disc at the working end
that engages the head of the valve, good working condition and very nice rosewood or
cocobolo handle.
591 ________ Lot: two auto-type horns; end for a pike pole; plug cutter for drill or drill press; small brass
scale; large machine drill bit, crank handle; wooden handled screwdriver; wooden wedge for
molding or plow plane; and a small mystery brass item stamped twice with owners name.
592 ________ Half-pint or smaller oiler in military OD green paint and having a screw-off cap that is secured
to the can with a length of chain, needs light cleaning.
593 ________ Lot: two brass firehose nozzle pieces with nice knurling; a NOS hydraulic hose marked
DZA700-79-M-H178 (Nonmetallic Hose Assembly, NSN 4720-00-318-0974, P/N 8327011,
Round, Black, Swivel Nut, Inverted Flare 1st End, Burst Test Pressure: 900.0 Pounds Per
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Square Inch, Hydro-static Test Pressure: 450.0 Pounds Per Square Inch); and a pair of AllisChalmers rod bearings IOB 0254768.
594 ________ Lot of three drawknives, one missing one of the wooden handles, all can be restored to usable
condition.
595 ________ Large unknown make grinder with crank handle broken and a new crank clamped to it; plus
three assorted braces, the ratcheting one has a cross threaded chuck that will be to be
addressed.
596 ________ Two curved cooper or carriage maker’s drawknives, one in foreground has rotted wooden
handles, both have light rust on the blades.
597 ________ Lot: 17-inch sheet metal brake with 36-inch handles, very good.
598 ________ Hand cranked wheelwright’s drill with feed screw, will easily clean to very good.
599 ________ Lot: two bit braces; and a box of six power auger bits for wood.
600 ________ Hand cranked wheelwright’s drill with feed screw, will easily clean to very good.
601 ________ Three pair of blacksmith tongs; one for round work.
602 ________ INTERMEDIATE 15-inch all-steel monkey wrench marked with CM&PSRY railroad logo on
one side of head; plus an unusual long handled cam-operated valve spring compressor.
603 ________ Lot: extra large buggy step; two C-clamps; wooden barn pulley; wooden mallet; and short
handled ice grapple.
604 ________ Another lot of lathe parts: large tool rest with bracket to mount it to lathe; another V-shaped
tool rest; and several mounting bolts, large washers….
605 ________ Pair of iron bench plane beds: Stanley #8 TYPE 11 has big hang hole in rear of bed, otherwise
fine; and a Stanley #5 with 1910 patent date in rear of bed, very good.
606 ________ Lot: Stanley #5 iron jack plane body, frog, front knob and long screw to secure the rear tote;
plus three assorted saw plates.
607 ________ Lot of four Disston hand saws two with thumb-hole handles, all need cleaning.
608 ________ Clark-Feather Manufacturing Co. CF-70 Spark Plug Gapping tool IOB, fine.
609 ________ Lot of five assorted hand saws all needing to be cleaned.
610 ________ PANTOGRAPH No. 1291 in soiled and tatty box, pantograph itself is fine.
611 ________ Large wooden spokeshave with hang hole in one end.
612 ________ Pair of wooden jointer planes: OGONTZ TOOL CO. 30-inch jointer with closed handle, needs
cleaning, very good overall; and a Sandusky Tool Co. 26-inch with closed handle, needs
cleaning, very good overall.
613 ________ Unusual 30-inch docking saw with cast iron handle, rusty but will clean to at least good
condition.
614 ________ Unmarked single bit axe, has some light rust on blade, will clean to very good.
615 ________ Pair of clamps: WILTON 9-inch C-clamp, painted orange, very good; and another that has a a
90 degree angle iron that can be attached to a board.
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616 ________ Backus Patent angle boring attachment, has rust, will clean to very good overall.
617 ________ Large lot of assorted plane parts etc. Included is a L.S. Starrett long handled scraper missing
the blade; two transitional frames only; four beech totes for transitional bench planes, etc.
618 ________ Stanley #80 cabinet scraper, early style, complete and very good.
619 ________ Pair of JORGENSEN furniture clamps, both very good.
620 ________ A.A. WOODS & SONS adjustable hollow auger, intact depth stop, some rust, very good
overall.
621 ________ Lot of 15 assorted lathe turning tools in a wooden box, all are good to very good.
622 ________ Stanley #99 side rabbet plane, nice T-logo blade, very good overall.
623 ________ Carpenters adz with a handle that will need to be shaved down to fit the socket. Will make a
very good user.
624 ________ Medium sized wooden tool box, it had a built-in lock but it has been removed, has steel
reinforced corners, very good overall.
625 ________ Pair of cast iron Stanley levels including an 18-inch model with shaft grove.
626 ________ Set of five lathe turning tools new and in original packaging.
627 ________ Nice 24-inch Stanley aluminum plumb and level, very good; and wooden box of three AMT
lathe turning tools.
628 ________ Eight assorted plastic handled wood chisels; and two wooden jointers mallets including one
from Sheffield England that is like new.
629 ________ Lot: Stanley 14-inch No. 1514 back saw, near new condition; Stanley try and miter square; and
a Millers Falls zig zag rule.
630 ________ Wooden carpenters tool chest with drop-down lid, brass corners, nice folding iron handles on
the sides, very good overall.
631 ________ Charter Arms UNDERCOVER 5-shot .38 Special double-action revolver, complete and fine.
LOTS 631 AND 632 WILL BE SOLD AT NOON.
632 ________ New England PARDNER .410 single shot shotgun chambered for 3-inch shells, complete and
in fine overall condition. LOTS 631 AND 632 WILL BE SOLD AT NOON.
THE END
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